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Objectives
This report forms part of the Biffaward
programme on sustainable resource use. The aim
of this programme is to provide accessible, well-
researched information about the flows of
different resources through the UK economy
based either singly, or on a combination of
regions, material streams or industry sectors.

Background
Information about material resource flows
through the UK economy is of fundamental
importance to the cost-effective management of
flows, especially at the stage when the resources
become ‘waste’. However, at present:
• information is not adequate in terms of quality

and quantity
• the UK government is finding it very difficult to

meet even relatively unchallenging targets of
waste reduction and recycling

• businesses are faced with increasing costs of
waste disposal.

In order to maximise the programme’s full
potential, data will be generated and classified in
ways that are consistent both with each other,
and with the methodologies of other generators
of resource flow / waste management data, e.g.
• the Environment Agency
• the Department of the Environment, Food and

Rural Affairs
• the Office for National Statistics

This entails
• careful co-ordination of the projects
• information sharing and mutual awareness

between projects.

In addition to the projects having their own
means of dissemination to their own
constituencies, their data and information will be
gathered together in a common format to
facilitate policy making at corporate, regional and
national levels.

Acknowledgements
The authors wish to acknowledge the generous
help and support of the following ECI staff:
Nathalie Butt, Ian Curtis, Dr Terry Dawson, Asher
Minns and Dr Clare Rowland. We also wish to
thank Peter Jones of Biffa for his enthusiasm and
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Companion report
This report will be followed by a companion
report which describes in more detail the
scientific research being undertaken on carbon
sequestration in forests, jointly funded by
Biffaward. A very brief summary of this aspect of
the project is given in Chapter 3 and collaborators
are listed in Appendix 2.

Biffaward programme on sustainable 
resource use
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Carbon will be the currency of the coming age,
and it is vital to identify how it is being produced
and captured and where it is flowing in the UK
economy. This report contributes to
understanding carbon flows and concludes that
in order to move towards a lower carbon
economy we all need to become carbon
managers.

Carbon and climate change
Global climate change is the biggest
environmental problem facing the world. It is
caused by human-induced emissions of carbon
dioxide and other greenhouse gases. Levels of
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere are already 30%
higher than those in pre-industrial times. This has
led to an increase in global temperatures of 0.6C.
An increase of between 1.4C and 5.8C is expected
by 2100. Climate change will also lead to changes
in rainfall patterns, storminess and sea level rise.

With 1% of the world’s population the UK
produces 2.3% of the global carbon dioxide. The
average UK citizen is responsible for 2.6 tonnes of
carbon dioxide emissions per year. This needs to
be seriously reduced if we are to avoid dangerous
climate change. There is increasing agreement
that the UK should be aiming to reduce carbon
emissions by 60% by 2050 – this is a challenging
target.

Carbon in the UK economy
The UK is a net importer of biomass carbon (in
the form of agricultural products and wood) but a
net exporter of fossil fuel carbon. We have only a
very small share of the world’s stocks of biomass
carbon in our soils and vegetation – less than one
tenth of one percent.

The UK economy (like most others) is highly
dependent on fossil fuels for energy supplies.
Carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuel burning
make up 80% of UK greenhouse gas emissions.
The next most significant greenhouse gas is
methane.

Responsibility for carbon dioxide and other
greenhouse gas emissions is not easy to
determine – several different allocations are
discussed in this report. Energy use (and resultant
carbon dioxide emissions) pervades most aspects
of life and is usually determined by a complex set
of interactions between industry, service providers
and consumers, both in the UK and abroad. To
move towards a lower carbon economy, all
relevant actors should be enabled, encouraged
and, if necessary, required to manage and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions from their production
and consumption.

Carbon, land and forests
The UK’s small land area, and high emissions per
capita, means that we cannot significantly offset
our carbon emissions by planting additional
forests domestically. The total carbon stored in all
the UK’s vegetation is only equivalent to around
two-thirds of one year’s greenhouse gas
emissions and changing landuse practices would
save less than 1% of total UK carbon emissions.
Thirty years of additional tree planting between
1990 and 2020 is expected in 2020 to sequestrate
less than 1% of today’s greenhouse gas emissions.

World-wide, approximately one fifth of global
warming is caused by deforestation and land use
change, primarily deforestation in tropical
regions. The top priority for forests is to stop them
disappearing. Globally, planting additional forests
(and other methods of enhancing carbon
sequestration in forests) can make a relatively
minor, but nonetheless valuable, contribution to
mitigating climate change.

The science of carbon sequestration in forests –
how much they can store and for how long – is
still very uncertain. On-going research at the
Environmental Change Institute seeks to improve
techniques of estimating the carbon stored in
forests at local to regional scales. It is addressing
two of the sources of scientific uncertainty: both
improving carbon measurement methods, and
leading to better inventories of carbon stocks.

Executive summary
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Carbon and waste management
The majority of industrial, commercial and
household waste is deposited at landfill sites.
Household waste, more than 80% of which goes
to landfill, has been increasing at 5% per year in
recent years. This is despite long-standing
government policies which have stressed ‘reduce,
re-use, recycle’. Waste and materials flows – and
the underlying causes of waste generation -  are
not yet sufficiently well understood.

Organic waste in landfill sites decomposes to
produce methane. Methane is a powerful
greenhouse gas and methane from landfills
accounts for around 3% UK greenhouse gases.
Some landfill gas is captured and used to
generate electricity; in addition, trees can be
planted on landfill sites. Both of these offset the
greenhouse effect of methane emissions, but
currently only to a minor extent. There is
considerable scope for increased capture of
landfill gas, but even the best technology cannot
capture all the gas created.

High levels of household waste recycling, on
current evidence, would result in only  minor
savings of greenhouse gas emissions  - just 0.2%
of UK emissions. However, this conclusion is
tentative as there is much uncertainty about the
methodology and boundaries for counting waste-
related carbon emissions.

A waste management policy focussed on
greenhouse gas-reduction should pay particular
attention to degradable organic wastes: both
keeping them out of landfill sites and ensuring
that as much landfill gas as possible from their
decomposition is captured and combusted. The
importance of improved capture of landfill gas,
compared with increased levels of recycling,
should be recognised.

Future trends and pressures for change
There is little doubt that business-as-usual
pressures in the UK economy would lead to

increasing levels of greenhouse gas emissions in
most sectors. This is because the links between
economic growth and (carbon-based) energy use
and between affluence and effluence have not yet
been broken.

Just as the majority of carbon emissions come
from fossil fuel energy, so the majority of the
savings will have to result from action to reduce
these. Carbon sequestration by additional forests
and carbon savings from increased recycling each
make a very small contribution (much less than
1% between them) to offsetting the UK’s carbon
emissions.

Creating carbon managers
Most organisations and  individuals in the UK are
not currently consciously managing their carbon
emissions. More of us need to become carbon
managers. Carbon management should be based
on the principles of equity, efficiency, certainty
and sustainability.

In order to manage carbon, better information
about the carbon content of energy, products and
services is needed. This information will need to
be provided in a timely and relevant way. This
could range from carbon emissions totals on
energy bills to carbon labels on products enabling
people to choose lower carbon options. It would
be easiest to provide this information for energy,
more difficult for products and most difficult (and
perhaps not practical) for services.

To make significant cuts in national carbon
emissions, carbon capping either at the level of
individuals, organisations or economic sectors will
be required. Examples of how this might work for
household energy use, personal travel and air
travel are outlined in the report. All areas of the
economy, demand and supply, products and
services, producers and consumers need to work
together to move forward into the new low-
carbon age.
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Why carbon matters
This report is about carbon flows in the UK
economy and natural environment. Carbon is
important for many reasons: it is the basis of all
life on earth, and through use as fossil fuel it is
the foundation of modern industrial economies.
However, waste carbon, in the form of carbon
dioxide emissions from burning fossil fuels, is the
major cause of global climate change, the most
serious environmental threat facing the planet.
Thus it is crucial to understand the place of
carbon in our economy so that we can learn to do
more with less. To safeguard our economic and
social well-being, as well as our environment, by
moving towards a lower carbon future.

Our era has been labelled the Carbon Age,
characterised by carbon economies. Most
industrialised economies are heavily dependent
on carbon inputs, principally in the form of fossil
fuels but also in the form of food, agricultural
products and woody forest products. The UK is no
exception to this rule. With 1% of the world’s
population the UK produces 2.3% of the global
carbon dioxide. Given the world-wide need to
reduce carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas
emissions, this situation will have to change.

Carbon will be the currency of the coming era
as carbon emissions reductions become an
increasingly important focus of all aspects of life.
Organisations and governments are already
beginning to trade and tax carbon emissions.
Diverse events and organisations from pop music
awards to housing developments are going
‘carbon neutral’. That is, they are offsetting their
carbon emissions by carbon reductions or
absorption elsewhere in the economy or natural
environment. The prime minister has spoken of
the need to move towards a “lower carbon
economy”.

Who should read this report?
This report is designed to be everywoman’s (and
everyman’s) guide to carbon in the UK economy. It

is written for a general audience, rather than
technical specialists. There is a ‘webliography’ at
the end of the report which can guide you
towards informative web sites.

What will this report tell you?
This report presents a clear analysis of carbon
flows in the UK economy and the consequent
carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas
emissions. It draws on much existing data to
present an overview of the science, policy, politics,
and history of carbon emissions and resulting
global climate change.

In detail, it will:
• bring together and interpret existing

information on carbon flows in the UK
economy;

• present new information on carbon flows in the
waste management industry and sequestration
in forests;

• explain the policy and business environment
for carbon, and identify existing carbon
managers;

• look to the future of carbon in the economy
and suggest policy options for helping the UK
move forward to a lower carbon future.

This report will give you a list of positive ideas as
to how different sectors might move towards
lower carbon emissions, to help make the UK a
leading, low carbon economy.

Who funded this work?
The majority of the funding for this work came
from Biffaward, through the landfill tax credit
scheme, the remaining funding was given by TXU
Europe Power and Linacre College, Oxford.

Introduction

Grants are now available
to install roof tiles and
generate electricity from
sunlight
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Carbon and its role in 
the world 
 
1 Introduction 
This chapter will explain the importance of carbon 
in our natural environment and its role in global 
climate change. In Chapter 2 the role of carbon in 
the UK and global economy will be explored. 
 
Carbon is one of the most widely distributed 
elements in nature, occurring practically 
everywhere except in water. It occurs in the 
atmosphere as carbon dioxide (CO2), in metal 
carbonates in rocks (for example limestone), in 
fossil fuels in the earth (coal, oil, gas, peat) and as 
pure carbon such as diamond and graphite. 
Carbon is an element upon which all life depends 
and with which all animal and vegetable matter is 
made. 
 
However, excess carbon dioxide emissions, as a 
result of human activity, are currently upsetting 
the balance of the carbon cycle. This imbalance is 
leading to global climate change, the biggest 
environmental threat faced by humanity. 
 
 
2 A brief geography of carbon  
2. 1 The natural carbon cycle 
Carbon, like many other elements, is continuously 
cycled between reservoirs in the ocean, on the 
land, and in the atmosphere, where it occurs 
primarily as carbon dioxide. On land, carbon 
occurs primarily in living matter and decaying 
organic matter. In the ocean, the main form of 
carbon is dissolved carbon dioxide and small 
creatures, such as plankton. 
 
Carbon exists in two states in the cycle, as either a 
stock or a flow. Stocks are stores of carbon with 
varying degrees of permanency depending on the 
time scale under consideration. Flows are the 
movement of carbon from one stock to another.  
 
Some stocks are more volatile than others. The 
atmosphere, living matter on land, the ocean 
surface and ocean living matter are the most 
sensitive of carbon stocks. Less sensitive (or more 
permanent, on a human time scale) are fossil fuel 
reservoirs, the deep ocean and ocean-bottom 
sediments. 

Figure 1 shows the estimated global stocks and 
flows of carbon in the mid-1990s. Stocks are 
measured in  Gigatonnes of carbon - GtC - that is 
thousand million tonnes of carbon. The flow 
figures are GtC per year. For the most up to date 
figures on the human contribution to the carbon 
cycle see Figure 2. 
 

Figure 1: Global stocks and flows of carbon, in 
GtC 

Source: IPCC, 1995 
 
 
Stocks 
The largest reservoir is the deep ocean, which 
contains close to 40,000 GtC, compared to around 
2,000 GtC on land, 750 GtC in the atmosphere 
and 1000 GtC in the upper ocean.  
 

One stock which is not shown in this diagram, is 
the amount of carbon stored as fossil fuels. The 
fossil fuel reservoir contains more than twice as 
much carbon as is now stored in forests and soils 
combined (Table 1).
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Table 1: The world’s carbon reservoirs 

Fossil fuels Reservoir Size (GtC) 
Coal 4,000 
Oil 500 
Natural gas 500 
Total fossil fuel 5,000 
Source: Kasting, 2001 
 
This fact clearly demonstrates why it is imprudent 
to plan on using the remaining stocks of fossil fuel 
–either currently known or as yet undiscovered. 
We would have to add twice as much forested 
area as currently exists to absorb the emissions 
from burning remaining fossil fuel stocks, or 
double the current area to use half the stocks. 
However, as doubling the amount of forested area 
is entirely unrealistic, is it clear that, given our 
current scientific understanding and technology, 
we should not use even half of our remaining 
fossil fuel reserves.  
 
The concern used to be that the world would run 
out of oil and other fuels. Now the greater concern 
is that we will use what we have discovered. 
 
Flows 
The atmosphere, plants, soils, and the upper ocean 
are strongly linked. For example, carbon is 
actively cycled between the land and the 
atmosphere such that the entire atmospheric CO2   
is exchanged with at time scale of about 10 years. 
The exchange of carbon between this fast-
responding  system and the deep ocean takes 
much longer - several hundred years (Met Office, 
2001). 
 
Carbon is removed from the atmosphere by plants 
during photosynthesis and is returned to the 
atmosphere by plant respiration, the breakdown of 
organic matter by decomposers in the soil, and 
combustion by natural and human-induced fires.  
 
As a result of this natural balance, carbon dioxide 
levels in the atmosphere would have changed little 
if human activities had not added an amount every 
year. This addition, presently about 3% of annual 
natural emissions, is sufficient to exceed the 
balancing effect of sinks. As a result, carbon 
dioxide has gradually accumulated in the 
atmosphere, until at present, its concentration is 
30% above pre- industrial levels.  
 
Because carbon dioxide, and other key 
greenhouse gases, stay in the atmosphere for a 

century or more, even if human-induced 
emissions stopped tomorrow, warming of the 
atmosphere would continue due to past and 
present greenhouse gas emissions.  
  
 
2. 2 Human changes to the carbon cycle 
The parts of the carbon cycle which humans have  
influenced are:  
• flows from fossil fuels and cement 

production; 
• flows from vegetation; 
• to a lesser extent, soils and detritus. 
 
The last two can be grouped together as ‘land use 
change’.  
 
Four-fifths of carbon dioxide emissions are 
generated from fossil fuel usage and cement 
production. The remaining one-fifth is due to land 
use change – primarily tropical deforestation 
(Figure 2).  
 
Fossil fuel usage and cement production 
Fossil fuels are carbon based. Burning them 
inevitably leads to emissions of carbon dioxide. 
Although people are beginning to research the 
capture and storage of carbon dioxide, the 
possibility of using fossil fuels without 
consequent carbon emissions seems rather remote. 
This is particularly true for non-centralised uses 
such as for heating in homes and as petrol in cars. 
Far more promising are renewable energy 
technologies and energy efficiency. 
 
Cement production releases a small amount of 
carbon dioxide from the chemical reactions 
involved in making cement. 
 
Land use and land cover change 
Land use and cover changes, eg clearing land for 
logging, ranching, and agriculture or shifting uses 
of land, from agricultural to industrial or urban, 
leads to carbon dioxide emissions. Vegetation 
contains carbon that is released as carbon dioxide 
when the vegetation decays or burns. Normally, 
lost vegetation would be replaced by re-growth 
with little or no net emission of carbon dioxide. 
However, over the past several hundred years, 
deforestation and other land use changes in many 
countries have contributed substantially to 
atmospheric carbon dioxide increases. Although 
deforestation is still occurring in some parts of the 
northern hemisphere, on the whole, re-growth of 
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vegetation in the north appears to be taking some 
carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere (GCRIO, 
2000).  
 
The rapid pace of tropical deforestation is 
currently the most important cause of CO2   
release from land use and land cover change. 
Carbon dioxide is released through both the direct 
burning of vegetation, and the subsequent 
decomposition of biomass and soil organic matter.  

 
 
 
 
2. 3 Where does the excess carbon go? 
Not all the carbon dioxide emitted due to human 
activities stays in the atmosphere. In fact only 
around 40% does so (Figure 3). The remainder of 
the additional carbon is transferred from the 
atmosphere into vegetation, soils and the ocean. 
Terrestrial vegetation and soils are absorbing 
around 40% of current human CO2 emissions and 
20% is deposited in the oceans (Figure 3).  
 
The transfer to vegetation is the aspect of the 
global carbon budget which is the least 
understood. The uncertainty of the estimates on 
the right hand side of Figure 2 (ie large plus or 
minus figures) demonstrates this. Until recently it 

was referred to as the “missing sink” for CO2. 
What was deposited in the air each year was not 
balanced by the sum of what remained and what 
was known to be withdrawn, and no one knew for 
certain where the missing CO2 had gone. Today, 
scientists are confident that what was unaccounted 
for is going into vegetation, and they have at least 
a qualitative understanding of the processes 
involved (Kasting, 2001). 
 

It is important to understand that the estimate of 
the net increase in atmospheric CO2 has a low 
margin of error as it is a reliable direct 
measurement of atmospheric CO2 concentration. 
The evidence that levels of atmospheric carbon 
dioxide have increased since pre-industrial times 
is clear (see Section 3.2 for further details). 
 
 
3 Carbon and climate change 
 
3. 1 Global warming and the carbon 

cycle 
Global warming is caused by gases that trap heat 
in the atmosphere. This is a natural process also 
known as the greenhouse effect, and without it the 
Earth’s temperature would be 30°C colder than it 
is today. However, adding more carbon dioxide to 

fossil fuel 
combustion and 
cement production 
6.4 ± 0.4 

land use change 
(mainly tropical 
deforestation) 
1.7 ±0.8 sink in temperate & 

boreal vegetation 
1.3 ± 0.9 

sink in tropical 
vegetation  
1.9  ± 1.3 

carbon flux from 
atmosphere to oceans 
1.7 ± 0.5 

net 
increase in 

atmospheric 
CO2 

3.2 ± 0.1

Direct carbon fluxes 
caused by human activity 

Indirect carbon fluxes  

Source: Royal Society, 2001 

Figure 2: Global annual flows of human-induced carbon dioxide (GtC) 
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the atmospheric carbon stock, as described in the 
previous section, is leading to the enhanced 
greenhouse effect, the principal driver of global 
climate change.  
 
Although carbon dioxide emissons are the major 
contributor to climate change, there are other 
greenhouse gases which are also adding to global 
warming: see Box 1 for the relative importance of 
different greenhouse gases in the UK. (Water 
vapour is the most important greenhouse gas, but 
human activities do not affect it directly.) 
Globally two-thirds of the current enhancement in 
the greenhouse effect is estimated to be due to 
carbon dioxide (IPCC, 1994). 
  
Throughout this report the major focus will be on 
carbon dioxide (or more simply, carbon) as the 
major greenhouse gas. However, clearly it is also 
important to control and reduce emissions of other 
greenhouse gases and these will be included 
where relevant.  
 
 
3. 2 The latest assessment of climate 

change 
The information below on the assessment of 
climate change comes from IPCC – the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPPC, 2001). IPCC is a body of scientists and 
other experts from around the world, which was 
established in order to provide information and 
advice relevant to the UN Framework Convention 
on Climate Change (see Section 4). Their reports 
have become standard works of reference, widely 
used by policymakers, scientists, and other 
experts. 
 
Although there are still some uncertainties 
surrounding the details of expected climate 
change, this is not the direction, only the degree. 
The real challenges of climate change are not 

scientific but political.  
 
Carbon dioxide in the atmosphere 
The atmospheric concentration of CO2 has 
increased from 280 parts per million (ppm) in 
1750 to 367 ppm in 1999 (an increase of 31%). 
Today’s CO2 concentration has not been exceeded 
during the past 420,000 years and likely not 
during the past 20 million years. The rate of 
increase over the past century is also 
unprecedented, at least over the last 20,000 years. 
Compared to the relatively stable CO2 
concentrations (280 ±10ppm) of the preceding 
several thousand years, the increase during the 
Industrial Era is dramatic. The increase is a 
consequence of CO2 emissions. 
 
Temperature change 
The global average surface temperature has 
increased by 0.6 ±0.2 C since the late 19th century. 
It is very likely that the 1990s was the warmest 
decade and 1998 the warmest year in the 
instrumental record since 1861. In the light of new 
evidence and taking into account the remaining 
uncertainties, most of the observed warming over 
the past 50 years is likely to have been due to the 
increase in greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
 
Projections for the future 
The IPCC’s latest projection is that globally 
averaged surface temperature is likely to increase 
by 1.4 to 5.8C over the period 1990 to 2100. This 
temperature range covers various possible 
economic, social and technical scenarios (each of 
which results in differing emissions of greenhouse 
gases). Temperature increases are projected to be 
greater than those suggested five years previously, 
where the range was expected to be 1.0 to 3.5C.  
 
The gradual warming of the earth’s climate will 
also result in changes to other aspects of weather 

Box 1: Greenhouse gases, in order of UK importance, 2000  
 
Gas % 2000 GHG 

emissions 
Key sources 

Carbon dioxide (CO2) 84 Fossil fuel energy use (households, commercial, 
industry, transport, power stations), land use 
change 

Methane (CH4) 8 agriculture, waste, coal mining, natural gas 
distribution 

Nitrous oxide (N2O) 7 agriculture, industrial processes, fuel combustion 
Hydrofluorocarbons 
(HFCs) 

1 refrigerants, general aerosols, solvent cleaning, 
firefighting 

Perfluorocarbons (PFCs) 0.1 electronics, refrigeration / air conditioning 
Sulphur hexafluoride (SF6 ) 0.2 electrical insulation, magnesium smelting, 

electronics, training shoes 
Source: DETR 2000a 
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such as rainfall, humidity and wind speed. 
Weather patterns and the seasonality of weather 
may also be affected. Wind and rainfall patterns 
that have prevailed for hundreds or thousands of 
years, and on which millions of people depend, 
may change. Sea-levels may rise and threaten 
islands and low-lying coastal areas. For example, 
a one metre rise in sea level would inundate 1 per 
cent of Egypt's land, 6 per cent of the Netherlands 
and 17.5 per cent of Bangladesh (New Scientist, 
undated).  
 
 
3. 3 What will climate change mean in 

the UK? 
Although there has been a perception in some 
parts of the media that global warming will entail 
the UK climate becoming pleasantly 

Mediterranean, unfortunately the changes are not 
going to be that simple. Climate change will not 
only affect the climate, it will also entail changes 
in many sectors of the economy, not to mention 
changes to the natural environment.  
 
Effects on our climate 
Climate change could significantly affect the UK. 
According to climate scenarios (UKCIP, 1998), 
average temperatures could rise by between 0.9 
and 3.2 C in 2080 (note that these temperature 
changes are based on IPCC projections which 
have since been revised upwards). Rainfall 

patterns would change, with winter having a big 
increase (up to 24% by 2080s) and summer a 
decrease (up to -18% by 2080s), so the change is 
to wetter winters and drier summers. Sea level 
rise, due to climate change and natural land 
movement, could be up to 78cm in the South East 
of England by the 2050s.  
 
Extreme weather events may become more 
frequent. Although nobody knows for certain 
whether global climate change influenced the 
floods in winter 2000/2001, these are the sort of 
events that would be expected under climate 
change. 
 
Effects on our economy 
Climate change is likely to affect many sectors of 
the UK economy. Some examples are listed below 
(UKCIP, undated):  
 
Agriculture will be affected in many ways, but 
will be able to adapt to likely changes through 
adjusting practices and employing technological 
developments. 
Water supply and water quality may be 
significantly and adversely affected. 
Coastal areas could face increased risk of 
flooding, inundation and erosion.  
River flooding is also likely to increase. 
The construction and insurance industries may 
suffer greater losses. 
Energy supply and demand will change 
considerably calling for adjustment in energy 
delivery and distribution. 
Manufacturing, retail and service industries 
will need to provide new products and services in 
changing markets driven by altered consumer 
demands.  
Warmer, drier and sunnier summers could create 
new opportunities for tourism. 
 
 
Effects on wildlife and nature conservation 
A recent from the UK Climate Impacts 
Programme (UKCIP, 2001) warns that some of 
Britain and Ireland's rarest wildlife could be 
extinct in Britain and Ireland within 50 years as 
threatened habitats disappear and species are 
forced to move as the climate of the British Isles 
changes. 
 
Warmer weather spreading north west from 
Europe will extend the range of many different 
species of plants and animals. But it will also 
reduce ranges of already vulnerable species, 

Picture of flood 
 
Caption: In the past three years 10,000 
families have been flooded 
Source: Environment Agency, 2001 
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especially those in the mountains of north Wales 
and Scotland which, if pushed north, have literally 
nowhere left to go, threatening them with 
extinction. Some currently familiar species will 
become less common in certain areas. 
 

For example, beech woodlands in the south and 
east of England are likely to suffer badly from 
expected drier summers. The capercaillie is 
predicted to lose 99% of its remaining climate 
space (areas with a climate which provide a 
suitable environment for it) by 2050. 
 
 
4 The response to climate change 
There has been a global political response to 
climate change. 
 
4. 1 The UN Framework Convention on 

Climate Change. 
The United Nations Framework Convention on 
Climate Change (UNFCCC) sets an "ultimate 
objective" of stabilising "greenhouse gas 
concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that 
would prevent dangerous anthropogenic (human-
induced) interference with the climate system”.  
The objective does not specify what these 
concentrations should be, only that they be at a 
level that is not dangerous. This acknowledges 
that there is currently no scientific certainty about 

what a dangerous level would be (UNFCCC, 
undated).  
 
The Kyoto Protocol, was introduced to begin 
putting the aims of the UNFCCC into action. It is 
the first legally binding treaty aimed at cutting 
emissions of the main greenhouse gases. More 
than 150 nations signed it in December 1997, 
however, the world’s biggest carbon emitter, the 
USA, did not sign. The protocol has not yet been 
‘ratified’, that is, it is not yet legally binding.. 
Under the terms of the protocol, industrialised 
nations (‘Annex 1’ countries, in the jargon) 
commit themselves to a range of targets to reduce 
emissions between 1990, the base year, and the 
average in 2008-2012. At present, non-
industrialised countries do not have reduction 
targets. 
 
The targets set at Kyoto are only a stage towards a 
less carbon intensive future and more stringent 
objectives will have to be set and met beyond 
2010. The net effect of Kyoto, if the targets are 
met, will be to reduce industrialised countries’ 
emissions by 5%. The protocol's scientific 
advisers, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change, say this will delay the effects of climate 
change by, at most, ten years. To stabilise CO2   
levels in the atmosphere at 550 ppm (twice pre-
industrial levels), the IPCC recommends a global 
reduction of more than 50%. 
 
 
4. 2 UK commitments to carbon 

reduction 
As part of the Kyoto Protocol, the member states 
of the EU agreed jointly to undertake an 8% 
reduction of six key greenhouse gases from 1990 
to the average of 2008-2012. This is usually 
referred to as the 2010 target for simplicity. The 
UK reduction target is 12.5%, under EU burden 
sharing arrangements. In addition, the current UK 
Labour government has committed itself to 
exceeding the UK Kyoto target and to reduce 
emissions of carbon dioxide by 20% from 1990 
levels by 2010. 
 
4. 3 Future targets 
The UK’s Royal Commission on Environmental 
Pollution (2000) has recommended that the UK 
should adopt a target of 60% reduction of carbon 
dioxide emissions from 1997 levels by 2050. This 
is based on contraction and convergence 
principles with the aim of ensuring that an upper 

Picture of sunflowers 
 
Caption: Under climate change, sunflowers 
could become part of the British agricultural 
pattern. Source: Harrison and Butterfield, 1996 
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limit of 550ppm carbon dioxide in the atmosphere 
is not exceeded. Contraction and convergence 
ensures that over time each nation’s emissions 
would shift towards level set on a uniform per 
capita basis (convergence) and then begin to 
reduce (contraction). For more on this see Chapter 
5. 
 
 
5 Trends in carbon dioxide and 

greenhouse gas emissions 
Having seen what the targets are for reduction – 
how is the world doing so far? 
 
5. 1 All industrialised countries 
Fears that greenhouse gas emissions will be well 
above the 2010 Kyoto targets have been 
confirmed by the latest global emissions report 
from the UN Environment Programme, UNEP 
(2001). 
 
Despite a small reduction in emissions since 1990 
from the industrialised countries the UNEP 
predicts an upwards trend in the foreseeable 
future. Reductions in emissions from 1990-1995 
are now believed to be due largely to economic 
collapse in several of the eastern European 
countries. Without further measures, 21 out of the 
35 industrialised countries will not reach their 
2010 targets.  
 
5. 2 UK 
The story so far 
The UK track record on emissions reduction so 
far is positive. The UK is one of the few 
industrialised countries where greenhouse gas 

emissions have reduced since 1990 (Figure 3, 
source: DEFRA, 2001a). This is largely because 
of the switch away from coal to gas-fired 
electricity production and an increase in use of 
nuclear power. Gas is a lower carbon fuel than 
coal, that is, for each unit of energy produced less 
CO2 is emitted (this is due to the different 
chemical structures of coal and gas). In addition, 
the new power stations were more efficient than 
the old ones. Nuclear power does not produce 
carbon dioxide emissions in generation (although 
clearly it is associated with other environmental 
risks). These factors together are largely, and 
possibly wholly, responsible for the fact that UK 
emissions in 1999 were 9.5% lower than in 1990 
(EEA, 2001). 
 
What will happen next? 
UNEP (2001) suggests that the UK is unlikely to 
meet its Kyoto commitments. It projects UK 
greenhouse gas emissions to be  6.6-7.3% above 
its commitment level (Figure 3). That would 
equate to a 5.2-5.8% reduction in emissions by 
2010 rather than the 12.5% drop the UK is 
pledged to meet.  
 
The UK government thinks otherwise. It believes 
that its Climate Change Strategy will be sufficient 
to deliver necessary emissions reductions (DETR, 
2000b). 
 
Whether or not the UK meets its Kyoto target, 
more reductions are clearly going to be necessary 
in future to help prevent dangerous climate 
change. This report will help identify further steps 
to enable the UK to become a leading low carbon 
economy.  

Figure 3: UK actual greenhouse gas emissions and projections, 1990-2010
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Carbon permeates the UK economy in many ways.
It is important to understand the different forms
in which it is present, and how best to account for
it to allow better management.

1 Carbon stocks and flows
There are two main flows of carbon into the UK
economy: fossil fuels and carbon-based organic
material (wood, forestry products, food and
agriculture – collectively known as biomass). Both
can be measured using a mass balance
framework.

Although strictly part of the mass balance
methodology, carbon and other greenhouse gas
emissions are dealt with separately in Section 2
onwards for the sake of clarity.

1.1 The mass balance approach
The mass balance framework is an approach to
understanding resource and material flows
through an economy (or any other unit of
concern). Its strength is being able to compare the
efficiency of material and resource use in an
economy by reducing the measuring of all
materials to their mass (weight). It works as an
approach because it is based on the law of
conservation of matter: the mass of a substance
that goes into a system must come out
somewhere else, albeit often in a different form.

A recent report in the Biffaward series
(Linstead and Ekins, 2001) sets out the case for
using a mass balance approach as a way for
mapping UK resource and material flows.

Of particular importance in mass balance
analysis is the ability to compare material or
resource flows with product output and economic
welfare. Increasing our understanding of how and
where materials flow through the economy can
help us improve economic efficiency by lowering
the ratio of materials used to economic welfare
generated. The flow of energy through the
economy is much better understood than the
flow of mass at present.

1.2 Total mass flowing through the economy
According to the Wuppertal Institute (quoted in
National Statistics, 2001), the total mass
consumed within the UK economy in 1999 was
778 million tonnes (Mt). This includes domestic
extraction and imports and excludes exports.
Water – except for that directly included in
products – is excluded from the accounts. The
total mass equates to approximately 13 tonnes
per person.

The proportion in different categories is shown
(Figure 1). It is striking that almost 60% of the
mass consumed in the UK is carbon-based, either
in the form of biomass (living matter) or fossil
fuels. In addition, some of the minerals will also
contain carbon, for example limestone is calcium
carbonate. This report does not include mass of
mineral carbon flows, due to both very limited
data and low environmental priority. With the
exception of cement making, carbon contained in
minerals is not emitted to the atmosphere during
its use in the economy and so does not contribute
to climate change.

1.3 Fossil fuel stocks and flows
As the industrial revolution created more
demands for energy, coal replaced wood as the
most important fuel. At the beginning of the last
century, oil became significant as a fuel and now
gas is the fastest growing source of hydrocarbon
energy.

Carbon in the UK economy

Figure 1: Domestic material consumption, UK,
1999, Mt
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If the UK were able to reduce the flow of fossil
fuels through the economy while maintaining or
increasing economic welfare, its overall economic
efficiency would be improved. The more usual
way to analyse the efficiency of fossil fuel flows is
to look at the energy generated and the efficiency
with which it is generated and used.

UK stock of fossil fuels
Reserves of oil and gas in the UK are estimated to
decreasing degrees of certainty: proven, probable
and possible. The estimates for possible reserves
in 1999 were around a third higher than those for
proven plus probable reserves (DTI, 2000a). In
addition, an upper estimate is made of reserves in
possible future discoveries – this is the highest
figure and it is these that are given below as an
upper estimate of remaining UK gas and oil
stocks, and their associated carbon.

Table 1: UK remaining fossil fuel carbon stock 
Fuel Stock Carbon stock 

(Mt of fuel) (Mt of carbon)

Oil 4600 3900

Gas 2500 1900

Coal 1230 980

Total 8330 6780

Source: DTI 2000a, DTI 2001

The coal figures are based on reserves in currently
active and recently closed coal mines (1000 Mt)
and in opencast sites under ‘conditional licence’–
230Mt. Both estimates come from the
Department of Trade and Industry (2001).
However, this is a very low estimate compared
with the estimated 40,000 Mt of coal which were
thought to be economically recoverable in the UK
in 1945 (PEP, 1947). The vast majority of this coal is
still in the ground, but the economics of
extracting it have changed.

The figures have been translated into carbon
using simple assumptions based on average
chemical composition, rather than the specific
composition of UK fuels. Comparing these figures
with Table 1 Chapter 1, the UK has less than one
percent of world gas and oil carbon stocks and
much less than one tenth of one percent of coal.

Flow of fossil fuels
Gross production of crude oil and natural gas
liquids in 2000 was 126 Mt and production of
natural gas was 82 Mt (DTI, 2001). Domestic
consumption of natural gas accounts for around
90% of production, with the remainder being
exported. For oil, 88 Mt of oil were used in the UK,
but the import / export picture is complicated.
Although oil extraction from North Sea reserves
exceeds annual oil requirements, the UK still
imports over half its oil (and exports the majority
of North Sea oil). This is because the types of oil
produced from the North Sea do not match the
types needed in the UK. In total, the UK is a net
exporter of oil and gas, for the time being.

1.4 Biomass carbon stocks and flows
Biomass carbon originates from the natural cycle
of plant growth. As such it is part of the global
carbon cycle, and if used renewably it does not
add any additional greenhouse gases to the
atmosphere. However, the energy used to process
and transport biomass is usually of fossil origin,
and in addition disposal of biomass may create
greenhouse gas emissions (see Chapter 4).

Stock of carbon in the natural environment
The United Kingdom, with its small land area, is
unsurprisingly a small part of the natural carbon
cycle. The table below (Table 2) indicates the scale
of British carbon stocks (these do not include
Northern Ireland) compared to global estimates.
The stocks are very small in global terms, less
than one tenth of one percent.
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Table 2: Carbon stored in soil and vegetation
Soils +detritus Vegetation 

(GtC) (GtC)

Global 1580 610

Great Britain 9.8 0.11

GB as % of global 0.076 0.0021

Sources: Milne and Brown (1998), IPCC (1995)

In Great Britain, vegetation forms only 1% of the
carbon stock in soil, detritus and vegetation,
whereas globally vegetation accounts for 28% of
the total. This difference occurs because the UK
has little forested area (see Chapter 3) and has
considerable reserves of carbon-rich soils in the
form of peat bogs. The carbon content of peat in
Scotland represents almost 50% of the carbon
content of soils in Great Britain. Further detail on
UK carbon storage is given in Chapter 3.

Flows of biomass carbon
Although the UK’s land devoted to forestry has
been increasing (see Chapter 3 for more details),
we are still only able to provide around 15% of our
own wood product needs (Forestry Commission,
2001). Similarly the UK is not self-sufficient in
food. In 1999, the UK produced two-thirds of its
own food (MAFF, undated).

Currently then, the UK imports more biomass
than it exports. The UK’s balance of biomass
carbon is in deficit. While imports exceed exports
in terms of carbon weight, the fossil fuel carbon

used to create these materials may be quite
different. The amount of biomass involved is not
the whole carbon story.

1.5 Limits of mass balance
While mass balance analysis provides the basis to
powerfully demonstrate resource and material
inefficiencies in the economy, there can be greater
environmental impacts from something with
fairly low mass (such as dioxins) than something
with high mass (such as silica).

In addition, simply knowing the mass of
carbon coming into or flowing out of an economy
tells us little about the environmental
implications of these flows. It is a particular form
of carbon that we are most concerned about, as
has been summarised in the previous chapter. In a
gaseous state, as either carbon dioxide (CO2) or
methane (CH4), carbon becomes a particular
problem through its contribution to the enhanced
greenhouse gas effect. Today, it is possible to
identify emissions of both these gases by source
and in aggregate because there is already a
protocol for doing so and a database of results
(UK Air Emissions Inventory).

2 Carbon and greenhouse gas
emissions

Chapter 1 explained the relative contribution that
carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas
emissions make to global climate change. The UK
with 1% of the world’s population produces 2.3%
of the world’s CO2 (Marland et al, 2001). This is
clearly more than our fair share – this theme is
discussed further in Chapters 5 and 6.

2.1 Scientific methods for quantifying
emissions
There are two major reporting frameworks for
greenhouse gas emissions. The UNFCCC and the
UNECE format (used by the UK National
Atmospheric Emissions Inventory). The data for

Food transport accounts
for nearly 40% of UK road
freight
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carbon dioxide emissions under each method
agree within 5% (DTI, 2000a). Unless otherwise
noted, figures in this report are based on the
UNFCCC method. It is important to note neither
framework includes international aviation
emissions (for more on this see Chapter 6).

Agreement on more controversial areas,
particularly land use and land use change, has yet
to be finalised (ENDS, 2001b).

2.2 Total UK greenhouse gas emissions
In total, fossil fuel carbon dioxide emissions make
up 81% of UK greenhouse gas emissions (DETR,
2000b). The totals for each emissions are shown
below in Table 3.

Table 3: Total UK greenhouse gas emissions,
2000, MtC

Gas MtC

Carbon dioxide 154.3

Methane 14.3

Nitrous oxide 11.2

Hydrofluorocarbons 2.5

Perfluorocarbons 0.2

Sulphur hexafluoride 0.4

Total 182.9

Source: DETR, 2000b

The activities which give rise to the carbon
dioxide and methane activities are discussed
below. Sources for the other gases are
summarised in Chapter 1.

3 Social allocation of emissions
Although (partial) measurement frameworks for
carbon flows have been agreed, there is still
debate on carbon accounting. Two of the primary
questions of this debate are:
• where the boundaries of the accounting

exercise should stop;

• and how to assign responsibility for the
initiation and continuation of these emissions.

These questions are connected. They also need to
be considered at both an international and
national scale.

Three different ways of allocating carbon
emissions in the UK are described in the following
sections. Each offers different insights into the way
emissions arise in the economy. All have been
compiled from very detailed sectoral emissions
data in the National Environmental Accounts
(2000).

3.1 Allocation method 1: geographical 
Table 4 shows the allocation of emissions to
different economic sectors, according to national
accounting standards. This allocation is geographic,
in that it assigns emissions to economic sectors
based on where those emissions are generated. It
is for this reason that there are significant
emissions associated with the extractive/
productive sector, since it is in this sector that
electricity generation is included. The activities
included in each sector are shown in Figure 2.

Table 4: Geographical allocation of carbon dioxide
and methane emissions, UK, 1999

Carbon emissions
Sector (MtC) %

Extractive / productive 59.5 35.8

Manufacturing 30.5 18.3

Services 26.2 15.7

Households 39.3 23.6

Waste management 4.5 2.7

Public administration 6.3 3.8

Total 166.4

Source: Based on National Environmental Accounts

Method 1, particularly when the extractive/
productive sector is fully disaggregated, is ideal 
for looking at the impact of the changes in
electricity production over time on UK carbon
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emissions. It is also the sort of allocation used for
forecasting emissions from energy use. However,
beyond this it is rather limited and is not used
further in this report.

This method of allocation is also sometimes
known as ‘direct’ emissions (eg, in DETR, 2001).
However, confusingly, so are other allocation
methods.

For example, Vringer and Blok (1993) use the
following definition for households (carbon 
dioxide only):
• direct emissions are those which arise from

direct energy use, in the form of gas, electricity,
petrol and other fuels;

• indirect emissions are those which arise from
the embodied energy in consumer goods and
services.
This is a combination of our allocation

methods 2 and 3. This plurality of words and
allocation methods demonstrates the point that
the most suitable allocation method will vary
depending on the questions it is designed to
illuminate. There is no right or wrong method.

In this report the use of the phrases ‘direct and
indirect emissions’ is generally avoided due to the
confusion it may cause.

3.2 Allocation method 2: economic activity
By reallocating emissions associated with fossil-
fuel derived electricity, we get a different picture
of emissions across the economy (as in Figure 2).
Allocation method 2 is otherwise the same as
method 1. This avoids the distortions to
understanding introduced in method 1 and shows
which economic activities give rise to carbon
dioxide and methane emissions. The vast majority
of these emissions, except in the waste
management sector, are due to carbon dioxide
emissions from the use of fossil fuels.

As the arrows indicate, these sectors all
interact with each other. Households and
manufacturing industry, under this allocation, are
the two biggest sources of carbon dioxide and
methane emissions.

An appropriate carbon accounting system
depends on the purpose for which the
information is required. For national policy
decisions it should fit with the way policy
generation and regulation works -  allocation
method 2 seems to have the best fit with policy
on energy efficiency.

While we may have a good idea what parts of
the economy produce carbon emissions, from

Figure 2: Economic allocation of carbon dioxide and methane emissions, UK, 1999
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Figure 2, we have limited understanding of what
economic factors create demands for carbon
intensive products and services, and even less of
an understanding of the variability of these
demands across time and place.

3.3 Allocation method 3: final demand
The final method of allocation looks at the
fundamental purpose of an economy (Table 5) .
Under this scheme most emissions are allocated
to householders, with some going to exports and
others being allocated to ‘final non-household’.
This category includes government, some of
whose consumption economists consider to be
final, changes to fixed capital and stocks.

Table 5 demonstrates that over 60% of
methane and carbon dioxide in the economy is
generated to satisfy the consumption of
households, 19% goes into products for exports
and the remainder is used by other ‘final users’.
Such activities as defence expenditures and public
investment are included in  ‘final non-household’
demand. In contrast, the production of services
like health and education by governments, which
are then ‘consumed’ by households, are
considered to be part of their demand.

3.4 International links
Imports and exports
Emissions which arise abroad from UK imports
are not included in the national emissions
accounts illustrated above. Conversely neither are

exports excluded. As shown in Table 5, 19% of UK
carbon dioxide and methane emissions are
associated with goods which are subsequently
exported. We do not know how much emissions
are associated with the goods we import.

The mass balance approach only considers the
environmental impacts that result from flows
once they have entered an economy’s national
boundaries. The Kyoto Protocol and other
international agreements also focus on activity
solely in the national boundary – a necessarily
simple method, as the Protocol is legally binding.
No government can be held responsible for the
actions that occur in another country.

Nevertheless, carbon emission allocations with
this international perspective may be increasingly
important in the future, as regional bodies (like
the EU) and international mechanisms (like the
UNFCCC) evolve management regimes for
handling emissions reduction on a trans-national
scale. As yet, there are no studies that take a
comprehensive approach to considering the
connections between trade and carbon emissions.
Some countries may be incurring considerable
additional emissions due to their carbon-
intensive exports to others – we do not yet know
whether this is the case.

Allowing this problem to be addressed
necessitates building a more accurate picture of
the balance of carbon, akin to economic
measurement of the balance of trade. There are
already methodologies which recognise that
because economies are global in scope, the
positive and negative impacts of resource flows
can happen anywhere. The Total Material
Requirement studies undertaken by the World
Resources Institute and the Wuppertal Institute
take this approach, as do studies using the
ecological footprint methodology (Best Foot
Forward et al, undated). These should be a
starting point to look at the international
greenhouse gas emission balance.

Table 5: Final user allocation of carbon dioxide
and methane emissions, UK, 1999

Carbon emissions 
Sector (MtC) %

Households 102.4 62

Final non-household 31.7 19

Exports 32.2 19

Total 166.4

Source: Based on National Environmental Accounts
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Exporting carbon intensive industry
There has been an increase in aggregate energy
efficiency in the UK economy over the last 20-30
years. Some of this apparent improvement is
related to structural changes in the economy, for
example, the decline of energy (and therefore
carbon)-intensive industries like steel. Moreover,
while the steel industry has disappeared from the
UK, it has reappeared elsewhere in the world, in
places like Japan, Taiwan and Korea. There may
also be increases in carbon-efficiency in steel
production in these locales. But the economic
activity known as steel making still exists and it is
still emitting carbon to the atmosphere. Exporting
carbon-intensive industry (from UK) does not help
global carbon emissions.

The effect of non-industrialised countries not
having carbon caps
As explained in Chapter 1, at present non-
industrialised countries do not have targets for
reducing carbon emissions. If this situation were
to continue long-term, it might inadvertently
bring about a movement of carbon-intensive
industries to non-industrialised countries.

However, the expectation is that non-
industrialised countries will also have carbon caps
in the future (see Chapter 5 for a discussion on
this). Therefore this should not distort
international trade and production unduly.

3.5 A unifying perspective on emissions
Figure 3 presents a simple version of each firm’s
or individual’s fossil fuel carbon emissions.
Emissions are divided between energy, products
and services, and the balance from imports and
exports used to meet that actor’s needs. The dot
at the centre of the circles can be an individual, all
householders or another sector or sub-sector of
the economy shown in Figure 2. As you move
outwards from the centre, the information the
actor has decreases, as does their ability to control
the carbon emissions associated with that form
of consumption.

Note this circle includes all life stages of
products together: manufacture, use and disposal.
It can also be helpful to understand the carbon
and greenhouse gas emissions at each stage of
life in order to design policy intervention – this is
discussed further in Chapter 6.

3.6 Responsibility for emissions
Having looked at various methods of allocating
emissions, the question then arises, who is
responsible for these emissions? The allocation of
emissions for policy purposes is more than a
practical issue. There is also a larger agenda, in
theoretical, legal or moral terms, when
considering the question of ultimate
responsibility because it could be used to
determine who ends up paying for emissions
reduction strategies.

If we used the allocations in methods 1, 2 and 3
as being synonymous with responsibility, we
would get three different answers. For example,
under method 1, the electricity supply industry
would be responsible for emissions related to
electricity production (at the power station – but
not before in the extraction of the oil  / gas etc).

energy
use

energy embodied in
products & services
(UK only)

Balance of carbon
emissions from imports
and exports

Decreasing
information
& control

Figure 3: Carbon
emissions from fossil fuel
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Under method 2, households, services,
manufacturing and public administration would
all be responsible for a share. Under method 3,
most of the responsibility would be allocated to
households, with the exception of electricity used
to create export goods and satisfy non-household
final demand.

None of these methods is entirely satisfactory.
Method 2 comes closest to what would appear to
be a fair allocation, in that the economic actor
who benefits from use of the electricity is
counted responsible for the resultant emissions.
However, then the electricity supply industry
would have no responsibility for the (carbon and
energy) efficiency with which it generated
electricity, which determines emissions per unit of
energy – which does not seem right or helpful.
The ‘polluter pays principle’ does not seem very
illuminating in this case. Who is the polluter? The
company providing fuel to the power station, the
electricity supply company, the manufacturer who
creates an (inefficient?) light bulb, or the person
who switches on a light bulb at home?

There are no very easy answers to these
questions. As Figure 3 illustrates, all actors have
most control over the energy they use directly,
and increasingly less information and control as
they use products and services (which contain
embodied energy and hence have embodied
emissions).

However, even direct energy use is not under
the total control of the person who flicks the
switch or fills up their car with petrol. For
example, research shows that when a
householder chooses a new gas boiler, in the
majority of cases it is the installer who actually
chooses the equipment (Fawcett et al, 2000).
Thus the installer has a large influence on the
efficiency with which energy is used in the
household. The installer in turn is influenced by
boiler manufacturers, trade associations, housing
developers and so on. In addition, although a
household can decide, to some extent, how much
energy to use, he or she is not in a position to
reduce the amount of carbon emissions per unit
of energy.

In terms of moving towards a lower carbon
economy, the more important issue may be who
is able to act to reduce carbon emissions, and
how more people can be enabled to do so. The
messy truth is that in most cases actors have
partial capability to reduce their energy, products
and services emissions. However, they can be
enabled to take more control by choosing lower
carbon alternatives. The most effective policy
approach would seem to be enabling,
encouraging and, if necessary, requiring all actors
to manage and reduce as much emissions from
their production and consumption as possible.
Some ideas on how this might be accomplished
are presented in Chapter 6.

We know how to design
and build energy efficient
houses that look perfectly
normal
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As shown in Chapter 1, approximately one fifth of
global warming is caused by deforestation and
land use change. The majority of this is due to
deforestation in tropical regions.

Forests act as reservoirs of carbon by storing it
in biomass and soils, carbon sinks when their area
or productivity are increased, or as a source of
greenhouse gases when biomass burns or decays.
Thus, as well as adding carbon to the atmosphere,
there is the possibility of absorbing additional
carbon from the atmosphere by increasing the
forested area. This chapter explores how much we
know about forests and what role they could
have in absorbing carbon dioxide.

Not only is this of scientific and environmental
interest, there are also many commercial
organisations and governments who are
increasingly interested in the possibility of using
forest planting to offset carbon emissions.

There are other land use changes than planting
and managing forests which might contribute to
the vegetation and soil carbon sink. However, the
science behind these is even more uncertain than
for forests and so they are not considered here.

1 The current state of knowledge 

1.1 There is a great deal of uncertainty
A recent report from the Royal Society (the UK’s
leading scientific institution) highlights the
considerable uncertainty in the scientific
understanding of the causes, magnitude and
permanence of the land carbon sink (Royal
Society, 2001).

Key sources of uncertainty are:
1. techniques for measuring carbon uptake are

primitive and inaccurate;
2. inventories of carbon in forests are incomplete,

particularly in the developing world;
3. the amount of carbon that can be stored;
4. the permanence of the solution – how long

carbon will be stored for.
These uncertainties need to be resolved, firstly to
understand better the role of soils and vegetation

in the carbon cycle, and secondly to be able to
evaluate and monitor the contribution that
forestry and other land-based carbon offset
schemes might make. Research is underway at
the Environmental Change Institute (Section 2)
and many other institutions to try and resolve the
scientific uncertainties about measuring and
monitoring carbon.

The current knowledge on points 3 and 4 is
summarised below.

1.2 How much carbon will be stored and 
for how long?
The amount of carbon which is taken up by trees
and forests in the short term, under current
climatic conditions is reasonably well known.
However, this is not sufficient information to
know how well forests store carbon for carbon
offset purposes. In order for the carbon storage to
be meaningful, the forest has to retain the carbon
for a long period. In addition, it must continue to
absorb carbon under future climatic conditions.

There are large gaps in current knowledge of
how effective plants are at sequestering CO2 in
the medium- to long-term. The length of time
that forests or soils can keep carbon out of the
atmosphere is key to their viability as storage
options.

Because of their size, trees are the plants that
absorb the most carbon dioxide. And, as their life
cycle is also relatively long, they do this for a
number of years. The period of storage can be
maximised by selection of crops and
management regimes – trees can store carbon for
decades, and soils for centuries. However,
worryingly, some models predict that older forests
could become net emitters of CO2 as the ratio of
decomposing wood to new growth becomes
unfavourable (Royal Society, 2001).

The amount of carbon forests take up and
store is likely to change under changing climate.
This is because uptake of carbon is affected by
external factors including temperature, nutrient
availability and CO2 concentrations. Ironically, the
recent rise in atmospheric CO2 combined with

Carbon, land and forests

A brief glossary of
carbon
Carbon sequestration is
the process whereby
carbon is ‘locked’ into a
more stable carbon stock
from a less stable one. It is
most often used to
describe the sequestration
of carbon from the
atmosphere to a liquid or
solid state.

Stocks are stores of carbon
with varying degrees of
permanency depending on
the time scale under
consideration.

Flows are the fluxes of
carbon from one stock to
another.

Carbon off-set is any
activity which guarantees
to reduce carbon dioxide
in the atmosphere by as
much as the activity which
is being off-set increases
it. Examples include tree
planting, energy efficiency
and renewable energy.
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improved nitrogen availability from combustion
emissions and fertiliser use has boosted tree
growth and carbon uptake, particularly in
temperate latitudes. But as temperatures rise
further, carbon uptake is reduced, offsetting this
trend (Royal Society, 2001). The net effect of likely
climate changes is not yet agreed by researchers.

1.3 It’s not just about carbon
Meteorological Office researchers have calculated
that at northern latitudes, warming as a result of
planting forests will overwhelm any cooling effect
due to the trees soaking up CO2 (New Scientist,
2001). This is because green forest canopies reflect
much less solar radiation than most other land
surfaces. They also absorb more, heating the
Earth’s surface. This effect is greatest where
forests replace snowy tundra, which normally
reflects large amounts of solar radiation. New
forests can affect the climate by more than just
their carbon flows. Thus afforestation may not
always help reduce global warming.

2 ECI’s research contribution
On-going research at Oxford University’s
Environmental Change Institute (partly funded by
Biffaward) seeks to increase knowledge by
improving techniques of estimating the carbon
stored in forests at local to regional scales. Thus it
is addressing two of the sources of uncertainty
above: both improving carbon measurement
methods, and leading to better inventories of
carbon stocks.

This research has great potential for fulfilling
the information requirements of projects agreed
under the Kyoto Protocol. It will also enable
verification of carbon-offset forestry projects.

A brief summary of the work is presented here.
For a full list of funders, partners and scientific
outputs to date see Appendix 2.

Forests can help absorb carbon, but how much
and for how long?
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2.1 Better methods are needed
Current methods of estimating carbon stored in
forests are very labour-intensive and time
consuming. Not only that, but they are based on
measurements in small, sample plots and this
may lead to significant errors when scaling up
results to larger areas. Thus, measurements of
carbon budgets for forested areas at regional
scales are very difficult to construct with current
methods.

2.2 Remote sensing techniques can 
offer a way forward
Remote sensing is the process of acquiring data,
often in the form of images, from a distance. The
most well known form of remote sensing is the
use of satellite images in weather forecasting.
Remote sensing can also be used to monitor other
environmental phenomena and processes,

including forest biomass and carbon. The key
advantage of remote sensing is that large areas
can be monitored rapidly. If an accurate remote
sensing method can be developed to estimate
carbon stocks, then this would represent a
considerable improvement (in terms of time,
labour and coverage) over current measurement
methods.

2.3 Methodology
The ECI is taking part in the British National Space
Centre Link (BNSC-Link) carbon offset verification
project which is designed to investigate the
abilities of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) and
hyperspectral sensors in combination with
forestry databases for estimating carbon
sequestration rates.

Remote sensing systems do not measure
carbon sequestration rates or the amount of
biomass directly. Radar (or SAR) sensors are
sensitive to the structure of the forest, with low
return signals measured over low biomass areas
and high return signals received from high
biomass forest. Consequently, the light coloured
areas are the high biomass stands and the dark
areas are lower biomass.

Biomass is the amount of living matter in the
forest. This can be converted to a measurement
of carbon by multiplying by the amount of carbon
per tonne of forest. This varies with forest and
tree type, but approximately one tonne of (dried)
wood equals 0.51 tonnes of carbon (Micales and
Skog, 1997) .

Optical remote sensing instruments measure
reflected light, much as our eyes do, although
sensors can measure wavelengths beyond the
range visible to humans. The signals observed by
optical sensors are influenced by the amount of
chlorophyll in the vegetation, which is in turn
related to the ability of the plants to
photosynthesize. It is the energy absorbed by the
plant through photosynthesis that enables the
plant to grow and hence store carbon.

The carbon offset verification project will, for
possibly the first time, compare three different

Figure 1: Remote sensing data from Thetford
forest shows varying biomass (high
biomass =light; low biomass =dark)
matching Forestry Commission boundaries
(marked in black).
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methods of estimating carbon. The three methods
are being applied to both semi-natural woodlands
and managed plantation forests in the UK.

Method 1 – estimation of carbon using traditional
field measurements.

Method 2 – ecosystem partitioning models
combined with optical remote sensing data. The
model is used to estimate the amount of carbon
that will be sequestered over a specified length of
time, based on the rate of photosynthesis (derived
from the optical remote sensing data), the type
and age of vegetation and meteorological data.

This method may be particularly useful for
predicting the amount of carbon that will be
sequestrated by forestry projects.

Method 3 – develop a relationship to ‘calibrate’
between the radar remote sensing data and the
amount of aboveground biomass at a site. The
relationship can then be used to determine the
amount of biomass at other sites. If observations
are available for two different times, then the
change in biomass or carbon can be calculated.
The biomass change can then be converted to
carbon change (using the conversion factor) and
hence the carbon sequestration rate. This could be
potentially useful for ensuring that forestry
projects are meeting their carbon sequestration
goals, particularly during the first 20–30 years of
growth.

A key challenge to using Methods 2 & 3 is that
the relationship between the remote sensing
signal and the forest is very complex, due to the

patchy structure of forests. Additionally, the
ability of radar (and optical) data to estimate
biomass is limited because after a certain level of
biomass is reached the radar signal becomes
constant and does not show any relationship to
further increases in biomass. Therefore remote
sensing techniques are likely to be most accurate
and useful for younger forests.

2.4 Initial results are promising
Initial results from this project are encouraging,
however it is not due for completion until October
2002 and so it is too soon to know how successful
remote sensing techniques will prove in replacing
(or complementing) traditional methods.

3 Enhancing carbon sinks via forestry
Globally forests contain 77% of the carbon stored
in land vegetation (IPCC, 2000). Of this total,
about 60% is held in tropical forests with the rest
divided between temperate (17%) and boreal
(23%) forests. Boreal forests occur in the northern
and mountainous parts of the northern
hemisphere.

Clearly, given the current rates of
deforestation, the first priority for enhancing
carbon sinks through forestry must be to try and
keep what we already have. Beyond that, there is
scope for increasing and rehabilitating forest
areas.

It is important to remember that the
environmental and social implications of
decisions on forestry and land use are broader
than carbon storage and climate change alone.
Some forestry projects have multiple benefits
over and above saving the climate – they restore
the natural environment, offer homes to wildlife,
provide livelihoods for local people and can help
protect land from being eroded. Conversely,
reforestation can bring its own troubles: it can
lower water tables; planting inappropriate or
exotic species can lead to pest infestations; and
forests need to be managed indefinitely.

New tree planting is
helpful, but the priority is
to keep the existing
forests
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3.1 The UK potential
The most recent estimate for UK carbon
vegetation in 1990 is 118 MtC (Table 1). Of this
carbon, 80% is held in woodlands although they
only made up 11% of our land area. The
percentage of carbon stored in forests compared
with all vegetation is similar to the global
average.

The UK land area available for forestry is such
that, whatever the assumptions about long-term
storage of carbon in forests, national forest
planting will not significantly offset our current
levels of carbon emissions. The total carbon
stored in the UK’s vegetation is only equivalent to
around two-thirds of one year’s greenhouse gas
emissions.

The good news is that UK forest area is
currently expanding (box below). However, the
total annual carbon sequestration from all
additional trees planted in the UK from 1990 to
2020 (ie 30 years of forestry expansion) in 2020 is
expected to be less than 1% of today’s greenhouse
gas emissions (DETR, 2000b).

In order to try to soak up all the UK’s emissions
for just one year by creating a new forest we
would have to cover Devon and Cornwall with
trees, and look after them for ever. The following
year a similar area would have to be forested
(Climate Care, 2001).

3.2 The global potential
As shown in Chapter 1 Figure 1, worldwide soils
and vegetation contain around 2,200 gigatonnes
of carbon – three times as much carbon as the
atmosphere – and are currently absorbing around
3.2Gt, of CO2 annually (see Chapter 1, Figure 2).
This equates to some 40% of man-made
emissions. By how much could this be enhanced?

A recent review by the Royal Society was
cautious about the idea of land-based carbon
sequestration. It concludes that there is potential
for land-based sequestration to be increased by a
maximum of 550 MtC per year by 2050. The
resulting cumulative total of 27 GtC is just 25% of
the reductions in CO2 emissions required by then
to avoid destabilisingly large global warming.
What is more, there is “little potential for
increasing the land carbon sink thereafter.” This
potential is far from negligible, although clearly
not an alternative to taking action to reduce
carbon emissions.

UK Forest Facts 
Note: because responsibility for forests is devolved, some figures are for UK, some for
GB, others for one of the individual countries.

Woodland now covers nearly 12% of the United Kingdom, 8% of England, 14% of Wales,
17 % of Scotland and 5% of Northern Ireland. There are similar proportions of broadleaf
and mixed woodlands and conifer plantations.

This compares with a European average (including Russia and Eastern Europe) of 46%.
The UK has the fourth lowest percentage of land covered by woodland in Europe, after
Ireland (10%) and Denmark and the Netherlands (11% each). France has 28% and
Germany 31% of their land area forested (FAO, 2001).

The total area of woodland in GB has increased by around 16% in the past ten years.

There are now 25 trees for every person in England.

Home-grown timber still only provides about 15 per cent of the total wood products
used in the UK.

Each person in the UK consumes the equivalent of about 5 tea chests of wood each
year. Currently, this is split roughly half between timber products and paper (Counsell 
et al, undated).

Source: Forestry Commission, 2001 unless otherwise stated

Table 1: Estimate of total stock of carbon in the
vegetation of the UK

Vegetation
Area carbon 

(million stock in 
Land System hectares) 1990 (MtC)

Woodlands
/ forests 2.6 94.8

Arable 4.8 4.8

Pasture 7.2 7.1

Semi-natural 6.9 11.5

Other 2.2 0.1

Total 23.8 118.2

Source: DETR, 2001a, Section 3, Table IIA
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By contrast, some organisations are very
positive about the prospects for carbon
sequestration. For example, the Face Foundation
(2001) from the Netherlands suggests that: “large-
scale deforestation means that over 350 million
hectares are available for new forest world-wide”.
They also state: “compared with the other
options, such as underground storage (using
carbon dioxide to replace extracted natural gas),
afforestation is cheap, proven and consumes no
energy”.

Apart from scientific uncertainty and concerns,
there are other reasons why people are cautious
about the role of forestry in combating climate
change. They are concerned that:

• forestry measures will be regarded as a panacea
for what is fundamentally a problem about the
link between economic growth and fossil fuels;

• the potential for negative social and
environmental consequences resulting from
large scale re-forestation projects will be
overlooked;

• the difficulties of assessing the carbon benefits
from forestry projects will lead to
overestimation of the benefits.

4 The business potential

4.1 Why are businesses interested in 
planting forests?
Despite the current scientific uncertainty, there is
strong commercial and governmental interest in
developing forestry based ‘carbon offset’ projects.
This is based on both the opportunities for carbon
trading and the emission reduction commitments
in the Kyoto Protocol. Companies and
governments in industrialised countries are now
searching for and investing in greenhouse gas
(GHG) emission reductions. Several companies
anticipate that the cost to reduce emissions will
rise over time, and are seeking lower cost
reductions now.

The Protocol includes several market-based
mechanisms for trading greenhouse gas emission
reductions and national emission quotas among
countries. For example, the Clean Development
Mechanism allows for investments in GHG
emission reduction activities in developing
countries by developed country governments and
firms. A similar mechanism allows ‘joint
implementation’ trades of emission reductions
between developed countries. Emission
reductions that are traded will be credited to the
buying country’s, or company’s, GHG inventory
after the year 2000 and subtracted from the host
country’s inventory.

There has been considerable controversy about
the extent to which trading can be used to meet
domestic commitments. The EU and UK position
has been that the majority of reductions should
be made nationally.

With respect to the inclusion of land carbon
sinks in the Kyoto Protocol, the Royal Society
report expresses concern that measurement
techniques currently available are not sufficiently
accurate to permit the reliable monitoring of any
land carbon sinks that may be designated as part
of such international agreements.

Forests have value to local
communities beyond just
carbon sequestration
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4.2 How much activity is occurring?
Several GHG reduction trades have been
completed, including between companies in
developed countries and between developed
country governments and companies and
counterparts in developing and transitional
countries.

The World Resources Institute (2001) has listed
22 currently-funded carbon sequestration
projects. These projects are taking place in a
variety of countries including: the USA, Costa Rica,
the Czech Republic, Paraguay and Malaysia. The
funders include US energy utilities, the Dutch
government and non-governmental organisations
such as Oxfam. The projects range from
preserving forests by improving land rights to re-
forestation. The total value of these projects is
$60m, and the estimated lifetime carbon savings
are 140 – 180 MtC. These projects offer very cheap
carbon savings, most at less than $1/tC. The total
lifetime savings of these projects are equivalent
to one year’s worth of greenhouse gas emissions
from the UK.

The departure of the US from the Kyoto
process is thought to have lowered the potential

price of carbon on the world market, as they were
likely to have been the biggest buyers of carbon
credits (EcoSecurities, 2001). Whether this will
dent enthusiasm for carbon sequestration
projects remains to be seen.

4.3 UK businesses
Given what has already been explained about the
UK’s land area available for forestry, the UK is not
going to be an international seller of forestry
carbon storage. However, UK businesses are
beginning to get involved in carbon offsets.

For example, there are businesses which are
selling carbon offsets (partly based on forestry
projects) to UK businesses and individuals. Two
leading enterprises in this area are:
• Climate Care 
• Future Forests
See the Webliography for their web site details.

Climate Care are involved with a number of
organisations including the Cooperative Bank,
who now offer customers carbon offsets with
their mortgages. Future Forests have provided
carbon offsets for a number of high profile pop
music events, eg the Brit Awards.

Ploughing the soil
releases carbon-dioxide,
but changing land use
practices would save 1%
of UK annual emissions
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5 Discussion
The number one priority for forests is to stop
them disappearing – to protect what we already
have. The most vulnerable areas at the moment
are tropical forests, which provide many
important environmental and social benefits
other than carbon sequestration. These forests are
particularly valuable in terms of biodiversity.
Some existing carbon sequestration projects are
providing the funding to enable forest protection
to take place. This sort of activity must be
carefully managed, as nobody wants forests to be
threatened in order that they may then be eligible
for funding to help save them.

Planting additional forests (and other methods
of enhancing carbon sequestration in forests) can
make a relatively minor, but nonetheless valuable,
contribution to mitigating climate change.
However, given the currently uncertain science, it
would not be wise to rely on this too heavily.

Better methods and better science is emerging
on carbon sequestration and flows in forests, for
example, the research the ECI is undertaking. It is
clearly very important this type of research
continues to further our understanding.

Finally, the conclusions of the Royal Society
report are worth quoting in detail: “The primary
benefit of land carbon sinks is that they can be
effective immediately (ie they do not require
technological innovation) and can provide a
financial incentive for the preservation and
sustainable use of forests and agricultural land.
However, due to their limited capacity and
duration, land carbon sinks cannot be a major
component of the long-term, 21st century solution
to increasing levels of CO2 in the atmosphere.”
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This chapter describes the carbon flows
associated with waste management. It also
suggests ways of  moving towards lower carbon
waste and resource management practices.

1 Introduction
Currently methane emissions from landfill sites
make up approximately 3% of UK greenhouse gas
emissions (NAEI, undated). Beyond this, patterns
of waste management and, more importantly,
resource use determine a proportion of the UK’s
greenhouse gas and carbon emissions.

It is typically more energy intensive (which
usually means carbon intensive) to extract raw
materials and create products out of them than it
is to reuse or recycle the same material. Sending
material to a landfill (particularly energy intensive
materials like glass and aluminium) represents
lost carbon ‘invested’ in the material initially.
There is thus an indirect link between the landfill
of material and the expenditure of carbon-
intensive energy.

The operations of the waste management
sector have many impacts on the environment of
which carbon and other greenhouse emissions is
only one. The environmental effects which are of
more usual concern include: surface water and
groundwater pollution, traffic, noise, smell, local
air emissions effects (eg from incinerators), and

potential danger from the migration of landfill
gas.

Conversely, climate change is expected to have
impacts on waste management (WMCCIS, 2001).
For example, increased ambient temperatures will
lead to faster rates of bio-degradation and may
therefore facilitate alternative disposal methods
eg composting on a commercial scale. Warmer
weather may lead to a need to collect waste more
frequently. Increased precipitation will require
different drainage systems, larger pumps and
leachate treatment plants at landfill sites.

2 Where does waste come from 
and go to?

It is a truth universally acknowledged, that UK
waste management statistics are in want of
improvement. We do not know as well as we
might how much waste there is, where it comes
from and where it goes to. For example, the latest
estimated amount of all municipal, commercial,
industrial and construction and demolition waste
in England and Wales is given with a 40 million
tonne range: 170–210m tonnes (DETR, 2000c). This
lack of knowledge is inhibiting better materials
and waste management. The Biffaward
programme on sustainable resource use aims to
fill many of the existing information gaps. A list
of projects funded is given in Appendix 1.

2.1 Waste generation
Approximately 400 million tonnes of waste is
generated in England and Wales each year, in the
proportions shown in Figure 1 (DETR, 2000c).

Of this, around half is what is known as
‘controlled’ waste – this is the municipal,
commercial, industrial and construction and
demolition waste. These types of waste are
regulated more strictly than the remainder.
Relatively little is known about the types and
amounts of non-controlled waste and where they
end up – although most are returned to land.
Only controlled waste is considered in this report.

Carbon and waste management

Figure 1: Types of waste generated in England
and Wales, % by weight, 1999
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2.2 Waste management and disposal patterns
By far the majority of municipal waste in the UK
is disposed of via landfill sites (Figure 2).
Municipal waste consists of all waste under the
control of local authorities, or their agents. It
includes all household waste, which is about 90%
of the total, with the remaining 10% being made
up of street litter, some commercial waste from
offices and shops, waste from municipal parks
and gardens and other minor sources (DETR,
2000c).

Scotland and Northern Ireland are even more
heavily dependent on landfill than England and
Wales for disposal of municipal waste.

When all controlled waste is considered, the
disposal pattern is less reliant on landfill – the
government estimate is that 58% of UK controlled
waste goes to landfill (DETR, 2000c), with 26%
being recycled, 1% incinerated with energy
recovery, 4% going to ‘other disposal’ and 11% to
‘other recovery’.

2.3 Increasing amounts of household waste
are being generated
Each household directly produced 1.35 tonnes of
household waste per year in 1999/2000 (DEFRA,
2001). If all the waste in the economy is divided by
the number of households, approximately 8
tonnes of waste were produced per household.

Thus, from the householder’s point of view, most
of the waste entailed by their consumption
patterns is indirect – it arises elsewhere in the
economy.

Municipal waste collected in England and
Wales in 1999/00 increased by 5.1% from 1998/99
to 29.3 million tonnes. The amount of municipal
waste collected each year has increased steadily
from 25.2 million tonnes in 1995/96. This
represents an average annual increase of 3.9%
(DEFRA, 2001). This is well in excess of the increase
in household numbers over the same period,
which has been 0.7–0.8% per year. It is also in
excess of the rise in GDP (gross domestic
product). Our personal consumption seems to be
becoming more waste producing. However, some
argue that this apparent increase may be due to
other factors such as less home composting /
burning of garden waste and more effective
collection systems (ENDS, 2001a).

Although waste reduction is at the top of the
waste hierarchy, and the preferred policy option,
as a society we have not managed to restrain
household waste growth, let alone reduce it. The
UK is not alone in this; it is a phenomena
affecting all European countries (EEA, 2000).

3 Carbon flows in UK landfill sites
The majority of controlled waste in the UK goes
to landfill sites. The organic portion of the waste
degrades within a landfill site to produce landfill
gas. Landfill gas is composed of approximately
half methane and half carbon dioxide. Methane is
of particular concern because it is 21 times as
powerful a greenhouse gas as carbon dioxide –
this means each tonne of methane emitted to the
atmosphere causes 21 times as much global
warming as each tonne of carbon dioxide. Landfill
sites contribute significantly to UK greenhouse
gas emissions through their methane emissions.

Thus given their importance both in terms of
greenhouse gas emissions and waste
management, the carbon flows through landfill
sites are of particular interest.

Figure 2: Management of municipal waste,
England and Wales, 1999/2000
Source: DEFRA, 2001

Landfill
81%

Incineration
8%

Recycled / 
composted

11%
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3.1 Counting carbon flows in landfill
The major flows of carbon in and out of a site,
including the transportation of waste to the site
are shown below (Figure 3). Negative figures show
carbon being sequestrated or emissions being
avoided elsewhere in the economy. Positive
figures show carbon (and methane) emissions to
the atmosphere. The methane and transport
figures are for one year, the carbon storage
figures are for the final storage of carbon for one
year’s worth of paper and wood waste. This is
based on the fact that a fraction of the wood and
paper in landfill sites will remain in that form in
the long term, storing carbon, rather than
degrading to form landfill gas.

3.1.1 Landfill gas to energy
The contributions that use of landfill gas makes
to displacing fossil fuel use have been calculated
based on electricity generation (DTI 2000a) and
assuming replacement of average generation
electricity. There is a very minor amount of heat
generation from landfill gas, that is not included
in these figures.

Generation of electricity from landfill gas in
1999 was 1703 GWh. This is sufficient to provide
electricity to 425,000 average UK households.
Landfill gas, like energy from waste incineration
and wind power, is a cheap form of renewable
electricity. For a brief discussion on whether
energy generated from landfill gas is renewable,
see box opposite.

Thus, based on average electricity production
in the UK, fossil fuel carbon emissions avoided
were 0.187 MtC. If electricity and thus carbon
savings were compared solely with electricity
from coal-fired power stations (which are more
carbon intensive), the resultant savings would be
higher.

3.1.2 Tree planting 
Planting trees on old landfill sites can help
sequestrate carbon as well as provide an
attractive end use. At present landfill sites are
more usually returned to grass or other

Landfill is still the
dominant waste disposal
route in the UK. 80% of
the UK population lives
within two kilometres of
a landfill site
(Elliott et al, 2001)
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agricultural uses – which sequesters much less
carbon than woodland.

There have been concerns that tree planting is
not suitable for landfill sites, primarily because
their root systems might breach the capping layer
on top of the site. This would damage the capping
layer, allowing excess water to infiltrate into the
site and landfill gas to escape, and damage the
trees. In addition, it was thought that trees were
unlikely to grow well in the limited soil available
above a landfill site cap.

However, research has shown that tree
planting can be successful on landfill sites while
maintaining cap integrity (Bending and Moffat,
1993, Dobson and Moffat, 1997). There are several
important factors for success, including: adequate
depth and quality of soil, choosing suitable
species, protecting saplings from wind damage,
and good continuing care for the saplings.
Combining knowledge of local site conditions and
species requirements, and adherence to certain

critical parameters provides an effective
methodology for successful woodland
establishment.

In order to identify the national potential for
carbon sequestration from trees on landfill sites it
would be necessary to know: area of land
available; characteristics of the land; proportion of
sites suitable for tree planting; and carbon
sequestration rates of trees. Unfortunately most
of this data is not available.

Making some assumptions, if 1000 landfill
sites of surface area of 10 hectares (10,000 m2)
were planted with plantation forest, annual
carbon sequestration would be approximately
30,000 tC. This is probably a high estimate of
available, suitable land. Thus, given the scale of
carbon emissions from landfill sites, tree planting
can only play a small role in offsetting them.

3.1.3 Methane emissions
The methane emissions figures from the National
Atmospheric Emissions Inventory (undated) have
been translated into equivalent carbon emissions.
This is the methane which is not captured by
landfill gas control systems, but escapes from
both open and closed landfill sites. It is an
estimate based on agreed IPCC methodology.
In most studies (including NAEI), the carbon
dioxide content of landfill gas is not counted,
because carbon in this form was absorbed during
the growing cycle and is therefore a part of the
natural carbon cycling. That convention is
followed here.

Methane emissions are expected to fall over
time, primarily due to stricter controls on landfill
sites. Brown et al (1999) estimate that by 2010
under their ‘base case’ scenario, methane
emissions will be half the level they were in 2000.

Q. Is energy from waste renewable?
A. Mostly yes …
“renewable energy is so called because it relies on natural energy flows and sources in the environment, which,
since they are continuously replenished, will never run out” (Open University, 2001a)

Landfill gas derives in its entirety from organic material (animal and vegetable matter, paper, wood) which is a
renewable resource, according to the definition above. The majority of material which generates energy when it is
incinerated has the same renewable, organic origins as the waste which decomposes to form landfill gas. In
addition, the plastic component of waste also provides energy when burnt, and this component of the waste is
fossil-derived. Thus, landfill gas is more renewable than energy from incineration because the latter involves
recovering energy from non-renewable plastic.

…..but is that the question you really wanted to ask?
The concerns which prompt the question “is energy from waste renewable” include whether a certain form of
waste management is sustainable, how waste should be managed, and whether incineration with energy recovery
should be supported by public subsidy. Simply because an energy source is renewable, does not mean that it is
sustainable, or green, or environmentally preferable in all regards to a non-renewable or less renewable source.

Figure 3: Annual greenhouse gas impacts of UK landfill sites
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3.1.4 Transport of waste
The estimate of carbon emissions from waste
transport given in Figure 3 is based primarily on
analysis in Ripert (1997) and Murray (1999) and
using government transport figures (DETR,
2000b). It is very approximate as there does not
appear to be strong evidence on the amount of
transport related to movement of waste.

However waste is managed after it is created,
there will be associated transport emissions. It is
worth noting that transport distances have very
little influence on the comparisons of carbon
emissions from different waste and resource
management options, as they are a very small
fraction compared with the emissions for process
manufacturing (USEPA, 1998).

3.1.5 Carbon stored in landfill sites
The figures for carbon storage have been
calculated according to the methodology outlined
in Micales and Skog, 1997 using UK waste to
landfill figures (Figure 1). The basis of the
methodology is to estimate the amount of carbon
contained in wood and paper products which will
not degrade over time in a landfill site. Fossil fuel
derived plastic is not counted, as it has simply
moved from one stock to another. Organic food
waste is assumed to degrade entirely so there is
no remaining carbon storage.

The figures in Table 1 are based on the best
available data on amounts of wood and paper
waste going to landfill in 1998/99 for England
and Wales for household, industrial and

17% of renewable
electricity in 1999 was
generated from landfill
gas. This was almost
twice as much as from
wind
(DTI, 2000a)

Table 1: Carbon stored from wood and paper
waste in landfill sites per annum

Total Total Total carbon
Carbon landfilled carbon remaining in
Source (Mt) (Mt) landfill (Mt)

Paper 14.5 6.3 4.6

Wood 4.1 2.1 2.0

Total 18.6 8.3 6.6

Sources: DETR (2000c), Waste Watch (undated-a), P Jones, Biffa,
personal communication.
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commercial waste, and for the UK for
construction and demolition waste.

The issue of how (and whether) to count
residual carbon which remains in the landfill site
is controversial (for example, Pearce 1999). By
looking at the landfill site in isolation from the
wider resource use and waste management cycle
it might appear that it is beneficial to deposit
waste paper and wood in landfills rather than
recycle it. Landfill sites could have the same value
as forests for carbon sequestration! However,
when one considers the whole wood and paper
use cycle, disposing of these materials via landfill
is not favourable in carbon terms (as shown in
Section 4).

Carbon sequestration by landfills is not
included in the IPCC methodology for estimating
land  carbon sinks, although at one stage of
negotiations the USA was suggesting it should be
(Pearce, 1999).

3.2 Overall carbon balance
In assessing the overall carbon balance of landfill
sites it is important to decide on the appropriate
system boundaries. This is a difficult issue, as the
appropriate boundaries depend on the question
being addressed. The boundaries vary depending
whether, for example, one wants to compare
landfill with incineration as a final disposal route,
or compare landfilling paper waste with recycling
it, where the primary resource loop would also
have to be considered.

If the carbon stored in landfill sites is counted,
then UK landfill sites in total sequestrate around
1MtC per year. If it is not included then they are
net emitters of approximately 5MtC per year –
around 3% of UK greenhouse gas emissions.

3.3 Towards the carbon-neutral landfill?
Clearly, from Figure 3, the biggest direct impact
landfill sites have is in terms of their methane
emissions. Under ideal conditions of methane
collection, by how much could these emissions be
reduced? Figure 4 shows what happens to landfill
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Figure 4: Landfill gas and carbon emissions

gas, under ideal conditions of 85% gas collection
and combustion (85%  is used in Brown et al
(1999) as a best practice figure).

The total CO2 emissions would be 
50 + 42.5 + 157.5 = 250. However, 100 units of CO2
were originally absorbed from the atmosphere by
the plants which formed the landfill gas, so net
emissions to atmosphere would be 150 units. If
the methane which was collected was used to
displace fossil fuels for electricity production
(assuming the same carbon emissions per unit of
electricity) the net effect would be 150 – 42.5 =
107.4 units of carbon dioxide added to the
atmosphere for each 100 units of landfill gas
generated.

Thus even modern landfill sites run to very
high standards will add to global climate change
by virtue of their landfill gas emissions. To decide
whether this is acceptable, landfill must be
compared with alternative management options.
In particular more work is needed on the
legitimacy of counting of undegraded waste as a
carbon store.
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4 Carbon savings from better waste
and resource management

Various life cycle analyses or assessments of
different waste management options have been
done which include greenhouse gas emissions as
one of the comparison measures. As with all life
cycle assessments, the assumptions and
methodology used significantly influences the
results, and as such it is difficult to find a
definitive comparison of the carbon balance of
different waste options.

The Royal Commission on Environmental
Pollution published a report in 1993 on
Incinceration of Waste. Their estimate was that if
all UK municipal waste were incinerated instead
of landfilled, the net annual reduction in
emissions of greenhouse gases would be
equivalent to about 5% of total UK emissions.
However, the calculations were based on very
simple assumptions, and some of the numbers
used have been superseded by new data. For
example the factor they used to translate

methane to carbon dioxide was 7 – whereas now
a figure of 21 is used. Thus these figures cannot be
relied upon.

4.4 US Environmental Protection Agency
The most comprehensive attempt at cataloguing
the relative GHG emissions from waste
management options is a US Environmental
Protection Agency report published in 1998
(USEPA, 1998). The report concluded that,
generally speaking, source reduction of waste
represents a significant opportunity to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. The reduction in
energy-related CO2 emissions from the raw
material acquisition and manufacturing process,
and the absence of greenhouse gas emissions
from waste management options, combine to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions more than all
other options. Taking a greenhouse gas
perspective serves to emphasise the importance
of reduction and reuse, as compared with the
next best option, recycling. Recycling generally
has the second lowest greenhouse gas emissions.
The net greenhouse gas emissions from
incineration and landfilling are similar for mixed
municipal waste. It should be stressed that these
results are based on US data and a particular
methodology and set of assumptions.

Friends of the Earth (2000) have used the US
methodology to look at the potential carbon
savings in the UK from recycling more household
waste compared with incineration (FOE, 2000).
This uses US assumptions about all materials
except for paper and card. The vast majority (91%)
of the greenhouse gas savings are attributed to
paper recycling in the USEPA model thus it is
paper figures which were varied between the
Friends of the Earth scenarios.

Scenarios A+ B – US paper figures
The US model (which itself links several forest
carbon models) arrives at an estimate of 0.73
tonnes of carbon saved by increased storage in
forest growth for each tonne of paper recycled.
Under this scenario (Scenario A), switching to 70%

Householders receive a lot
of information about
recycling. Does this
change attitudes to waste
generation?
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recycling of household waste would save 4.4 MtC
per year. This is 2.4% of current UK greenhouse
gas emissions (using 2000 figures from DETR,
2000b).

Excluding forest sequestration figures from the
paper savings (Scenario B) would give a figure of
0.16 MtC.

Scenario C – UK paper figures
Scenario C uses carbon saving from paper
recycling figures from the UK (and excludes any
additional forest growth effects which are
included in Scenario A). The numbers come from a
study undertaken for Aylesford Newsprint Limited
(one of the main paper recyclers in Britain) for
their Kent paper mill where a carbon saving of
0.004 tonnes C per tonne of recycled paper is
achieved. This study is specific to the particular
mill, but showed that producing one tonne of
recycled newsprint released 11% less carbon
emissions than producing one tonne of
alternatively sourced newsprint.

Under this scenario, undertaking 70% recycling
of household waste would save 0.42 MtC per year
compared with incineration with energy recovery.
This is 0.23% of current UK greenhouse gas
emissions. The same comparison of recycling
with landfill (the UK’s current business as usual
option) would give similar results.

4.2 So what does it all mean?
As the difference between scenarios A and B
make clear, including potential forest carbon
sequestration savings can change the result by a
factor of 30. As explained in Chapter 3 the science
of carbon sequestration in forests is still evolving.
There is clearly some way to go before the full
carbon savings due to paper and card recycling
are understood.

The USEPA analysis shows that savings due to
increased recycling of household waste are rather
small, particularly compared with methane
emissions from landfill sites. Savings from
recycling under Scenario C are less than 10% of
the greenhouse gas emissions due to landfill gas.

This does not, of course, include benefits from
recycling other types of waste in the UK – eg
industrial or commercial waste. In addition, the
landfill figures shown in Figure 3 are for all UK
controlled waste, not just municipal waste. So this
may not be a very fair comparison. However, in
terms of greenhouse gas emissions it does
indicate clear priorities – capturing and flaring
landfill gas can make considerably more of an
impact than high levels of recycling. An
alternative interpretation would be that
excluding organic materials from landfill sites in
future is a high priority.

There are other arguments in favour of
recycling than simply reducing greenhouse gas
emissions, emissions of other pollutants may be
reduced, resources are saved. More speculatively,
it is thought that increasing recycling rates
demonstrates a rejection of the ‘throw-away
society’. Sadly, there is little evidence that
increased recycling rates go hand-in-hand with
reduced rates of waste generation. In Britain, the
EU and OECD municipal waste generation has
continued to rise over the past decade, at a time
when recycling rates have also been increasing
(EEA, 2000).

5 Existing waste policy
To date, waste management policy has evolved to
deal with a range of environmental issues
including surface and groundwater protection,
migration of landfill gas and air quality.
Greenhouse gas emissions have not been a focus
of concern.

However, this is now changing. The recently
introduced Landfill Directive, mentions as grounds
for introducing the legislation:
“measures should be taken to reduce the
production of methane gas from landfills, inter
alia, in order to  reduce global warming, through
the reduction of the landfill of biodegradable
waste and the requirements to introduce landfill
gas control”(EC, 1999).

Nevertheless, it is only one of the 34 grounds
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on which the landfill directive was introduced.
Most waste management policy continues to be
(rightly) occupied with other environmental
impacts and policies to reduce GHG emissions
must be sensitive to the other environmental
issues around waste management.

Three major policy drivers are expected to
affect the amount of biodegradable waste going
to landfill in the future: EU landfill directive; local
recycling and recovery initiatives, prompted by the
Government’s waste strategy; and UK landfill tax.
Of these the most important is the EU landfill
directive. Thus, from policies already announced
(whose primary aim is not to reduce GHG
emissions) considerable reductions are going to
be made in methane emissions from landfill sites
in the future.

It is not only waste management policy at the
local, UK and EU levels which will affect the
future of waste management and its associated
carbon emissions. For example, renewable energy
policy will affect the extent to which landfill gas
is used for heat and power. Taxes on virgin
aggregates will affect the degree of recycling of
construction and demolition waste. Government
transport policy will influence the percentage of
waste which is moved by rail. The Climate Change
Levy will affect all industrial and commercial
enterprises and to the extent that energy is
embodied in their wastes, this will affect waste
production.

A full description of UK waste policy is given in
DETR, 2000c. A commentary on current policy is
given in Biffa (undated).

6 Waste policy using a carbon analysis
Devising effective policies for the waste sector is
not easy, particularly when the aim is to
incorporate consideration of material efficiency. In
the past, ambitious targets have been set for
household waste recycling, but these have not
been delivered (eg the target for recycling 25% of
household waste in 2000 was nowhere near met,
with just 11% of waste from England and Wales

being recycled). The progressive philosophy of
waste statements and strategies has not been
matched by progress in reality.

There are many partial explanations for this
past failure: lack of investment at both national
and local level, insecure markets for recycled
goods, a highly complicated and fractured local
government infrastructure for dealing with
waste. One of the key reasons it has proved
difficult to move away from dependence on
landfill, is that on average landfill is still by far the
cheapest form of waste management for much
controlled waste (Lancashire County Council,
2000).

UK waste policy is generally targeted at
changing that. Either by making other options
more attractive by removing institutional,
financial and other barriers to their uptake, eg
instigating  the Waste and Resources Action
Programme, whose aim is to “remove barriers to
waste minimisation, re-use and recycling, and to
create stable and efficient markets for recycled
materials and products” (WRAP, 2001). Or by
making landfill more expensive, eg the landfill
tax. EU waste policy is taking the more direct
approach of banning certain types of waste from
landfill, reducing the amount of others that may
be deposited there and mandating recovery and
recycling levels for certain priority waste streams.

A greenhouse gas-reduction focussed waste
management policy would have to encompass
material use and flows – otherwise it would reach
the wrong conclusions. Looking at GHG demands
we broaden the boundaries to include material
flows and energy use.

6.1 Reform of the landfill tax
The landfill tax was introduced in the UK in 1996.
The vast majority of waste that is disposed of at
landfill sites is subject to a tax at the point of
disposal. Most wastes are currently taxed at
£12/tonne, rising in annual £1 increments to £15
from April 2004. There is a lower rate of tax for
‘inactive’ wastes of £2/tonne – much construction
and demolition waste falls into this category.
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Data on waste disposal to landfill show that
landfill tax has been most effective at diverting
inactive waste, which reduced by one third
between 1997/98 and 1999/2000. The amount of
other types of waste going to landfill has
remained stable (ACBE, 2001). At the moment it
seems fair to conclude that for most waste this is
not a strong policy tool.

There are alternative proposals for reform of
the landfill tax:
• the tax should be set at higher rates for waste

streams that are lower in weight and volume,
but higher in toxicity and environmental
impact (Wastewatch, undated);

• much higher landfill tax on the same basis as at
present. ACBE (2001) recently suggested that
landfill tax should be increased significantly,
perhaps to £45 per tonne by 2010. The House of
Commons Select Committee on Environment,
Transport and the Regions suggest it should be
increased to £25 per tonne within five years
(2000).
Taking a greenhouse gas view, the important

objective is to remove from landfill sites those
materials which degrade to form landfill gas and
to capture as much landfill gas as possible. The
revised landfill tax should help divert degradable
organic material (primarily paper and organic
waste) away from landfill and towards reduction,
re-use, recycling, composting etc. This would very
much reinforce the goals of the landfill directive.

Possible approaches:
• charge different amounts of tax depending on

organic content of waste – a simplified system
could be devised which linked organic
component with waste description;

• charge local councils a lower rate for municipal
waste if they can demonstrate that their
residual waste is likely to be containing less
organic material – eg if they have central
composting facilities, have given out a
significant number of household composters,
are recycling a certain amount of paper;

• allow tax deductions for sites which had
installed high quality landfill gas collection
systems.

6.2 Landfill gas
From a global climate change perspective, by far
the most important thing is that landfill gas is
captured and combusted (which turns it into CO2).
Using it to create energy and displace fossil fuels
is of secondary importance.

Site licences, which control the operation of
landfill sites, tend to be concerned primarily with
controls on migration of landfill gas beyond site
boundaries. All sites in the UK have their own site
licence, although the gas control conditions
should be common to all (or at least similar).
Given the current regulatory structure, it might be
cumbersome to change the licences for all sites to
strengthen the controls on landfill gas. However,
it should be a priority for the Environment Agency
to strengthen gas collection provisions at all
landfill sites.

6.3 Moving beyond waste
One of the themes of this chapter is that in order
to manage waste effectively, and to determine
the lowest greenhouse gas emissions scenario, it
is necessary to widen the system boundaries
beyond waste. However, when it comes to
calculating net greenhouse gas emissions, this
does introduce a lot of added complication. The
challenge is to find ways of encouraging wider
system thinking without introducing ‘paralysis by
analysis’. Chapter 6 begins to look at some ways
of doing this.

High levels of waste
recycling would save less
than 1% of UK
greenhouse gas emissions
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2 Business as usual
Current growth in population, households and
the economy is leading to increased levels of
material and energy consumption, and
consequent increases in carbon and other
greenhouse gas emissions. The amount of waste
produced is also increasing.

In the UK, largely because of a change in the
way we generate electricity, these trends have
been consistent with falling greenhouse gas
emissions. This will not continue into the future.

2.1 Households and population
Population is growing in the UK and the number
of households has been growing faster than the
population due to decreasing household size.
Between 1990 and 2010 households in the UK (on
current government estimates) will have
increased by 16%, whereas population will only
have grown by 7%. The changing number and size
of households will have far-reaching
consequences for the future demand for services
such as housing, energy, water and waste
disposal.

Household size and energy consumption
Both declining household size and increasing
numbers of one-person households are likely to
hinder efforts to reduce energy-related carbon
dioxide emissions. Energy consumption per
person increases as household size decreases;
one-person households in particular have much
higher energy consumption per person than
larger households (Table 1). Household waste
production per person also increases in smaller
households, although not as significantly as
energy. Note the data for waste come from the
Netherlands, there is no equivalent published UK
information.

Future trends and pressures for change

Will the e-economy deliver lower carbon emissions?
Many commentators present positive accounts of the opportunities for environmental
gains from e-commerce. They argue that the efficiency gains in production and logistics
lead to a less wasteful use of resources, and that the dematerialisation of goods and
services allows economic development to be decoupled from environmental damage.

However, Eames et al (2001) suggest this may be too simplistic, as many of these
arguments seriously underestimate the close interactive relationships between material
and non-material environments. Although services now command a substantial part of
industrialised economies, most service markets relate to physical products. The growth
of e-commerce may turn out to work against the goals of environmental sustainability.
For example, if online procurement were to reduce unit costs in an industry, we would
expect this to lead to increased sales. The environmental gains from making buying
more efficient would instantly be swallowed up by new, additional forms of
consumption.

The verdict at present must be that the e-economy will not necessarily deliver lower
carbon emissions.

There is little doubt that business as usual
pressures in the UK economy would lead to
increasing levels of greenhouse gas emissions in
most sectors. This is because the links between
economic growth and (carbon-based) energy use
and between affluence and effluence have not yet
been broken. However, global climate change
provides a powerful imperative to change this
state of affairs.

1 Introduction
This chapter will summarise the pressures leading
to increased levels of greenhouse gas emissions,
but not discuss them in detail. The steps which
have already been taken to try to move the UK
towards a low carbon economy, and prepare it for
climate change are also discussed.

However, the most important pressure for the
future, will be the necessity to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions worldwide. This pressure will have
more influence than established patterns in the
economy if dangerous climate change is to be
avoided. The only real choice is whether to make
it easier on ourselves and start adapting our
economy now – or leave it till later when it will be
more painful, disruptive and expensive. We will
adapt partly through cleaner consumption, and
partly through lower consumption.
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The government is very unlikely to try and
challenge population growth, or indeed growth in
household numbers. Divorce rates, numbers of
children, and age of marriage are not issues that
are easily, or acceptably, matters for government
policy. However, it might be possible to find ways
of enabling one-person households to have lower
consumption and waste production patterns.

2.2 Energy use
Reducing demand for energy in parallel with
increased use of new and renewable energy
sources has to be the major focus of climate
change policy.

According to the most recent Department of
Trade and Industry (DTI, 2000b) projections,
energy use is expected to  increase in all areas of
the economy (Figure 1). The numbers presented
are based on one of their central scenarios, ‘CL’
(central growth, low energy price scenario). DTI
stress that these projections were made without
including savings which might be made from new
measures in the Climate Change programme.

Final energy demand is projected to grow at
around 1% per year to 2010. Within this, growth is
strongest in the transport sector, at 1.7-1.9% per
annum, 2000-2010. Domestic and service sector
demands also show continued strong growth, at
approaching 1% and 1.1% a year respectively. The
structural shift in the economy away from heavier
industry and towards services and commerce is
projected to continue, with final industrial energy
demand showing relatively low growth.

2.3 Materials use and waste production
There are no official projections of the expected
increase of total materials used in the economy.

As discussed in Chapter 4, municipal waste has
been increasing at around 4% per year over the
past five years. Unlike for energy, where there is
no policy for energy conservation, only energy
efficiency, waste reduction is at the top of the
declared policy list. The government has
investigated alternative scenarios of municipal
waste growth at either 0% or 3% per annum.
There is no overall projection for waste growth in
the economy.

There has been speculation that the e-
economy or shift towards a service economy
would aid in ‘de-materialising’ the UK economy.
However, early indications are that this form of
economic activity will not necessarily reduce
associated material or energy use (see box
opposite).

Table 1: Effects of household size on the use of
energy and waste production (one-person
household = 100)

Household
size electricity gas waste

1 100 100 100

2 137 129 177

3 165 142 243

4 180 156 302

5 192 175

Source: ECI analysis of EHCS, 1996 data; Noorman and Schoot
Uiterkamp, 1998
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3 Existing UK carbon policies 
and institutions

During November and December 2001 it seemed
that not a week went by without a major
institution or branch of government supporting
the idea of a lower carbon economy. The Carbon
Trust and the Environment Agency pledged public
support for the Royal Commission’s suggestion
that the UK should plan to reduce by 60% over
the next 50 years the amount of carbon dioxide it
produces by burning fossil fuels. A major
conference, ‘Profiting from a low carbon
economy’, was hosted by the Institute of Public
Policy Research and the government’s
Performance and Innovation Unit published a
study on the importance of resource efficiency
(PIU, 2001).

Carbon emissions’ reduction is now an
important focus of public policy. The UK has
initiated a climate change policy whose aim is to
deliver “a more sustainable, lower carbon
economy”, to which all sectors of the economy are
expected to contribute (DETR, 2000b). An
increasing number of policies are being
specifically based on carbon emissions, some
examples are listed below:
• Climate Change Levy
• Carbon trading
• EU Landfill directive (see Chapter 4)
• Road tax on motor vehicles which is based on

carbon emissions per litre
• Company car taxation

• Information labels for new cars which include
carbon emissions figures

• Carbon ratings for new buildings (carbon
emissions per square metre from space and
water heating)

• UK Climate Impacts Programme (UKCIP) 
• Tyndall centre – a new research centre on

climate change
Some of these initiatives are explained in more

detail below.

Climate Change Levy
In April 2001 UK businesses became liable for the
Climate Change Levy (CCL), a new energy tax that
adds about 15% to typical energy bills. Many
intensive users of energy are able to join Climate
Change Levy Agreements helping mitigate the
effects this tax. Under these agreements,
businesses that accept and subsequently meet
energy reduction targets will receive an 80% levy
discount until the year 2013. Over 40 CCL
Agreements are in place (CCLevy, 2001). There are
other associated measures, such as preferential
tax treatment of investment in energy efficient
capital equipment, which should help businesses
reduce their energy consumption.

Carbon trading
The UK is leading the world in putting in place a
fully-developed CO2 emissions trading scheme.
Emissions trading reduces costs by allowing a
field of players to achieve emissions reductions

There are no carbon
emissions when the sun
heats your water . . .

. . . or dries the clothes
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using market mechanisms. Over time, these
mechanisms will drive emissions down and
finance the shift to clean energy. Under the
voluntary scheme, companies can either reduce
their emissions in-house or will be allowed to buy
the ‘right to pollute’ from companies that have
exceeded their targets. This is prior to an
expected EU-wide trading system being
developed and introduced.

The Carbon Trust
The Carbon Trust was established in April 2001 in
response to the needs of the business community,
and with a clear brief from the Prime Minister, to:
“Take the lead on low carbon technology and
innovation in this country, and put Britain in the
lead internationally”.

The Carbon Trust has developed a strategic
framework to underpin the development of its
programmes and other activities. The Carbon
Trust has taken as its starting point the RCEP’s
60% reduction target. The Trust believes it is
technically possible for the UK to meet this target
with a combination of energy efficiency measures
and new low carbon technologies, plus significant
societal and infrastructure changes. It also sees an
emerging market for UK industry to take forward
emerging low carbon technologies.

The UK Climate Impacts Programme
The UK Climate Impacts Programme (UKCIP)
helps organisations assess their vulnerability to
climate change so they can plan to adapt.
Set up by the Government in April 1997, UKCIP
aims to co-ordinate and integrate an assessment
of the impacts of climate change at a regional
and national level that is led by stakeholders. A
considerable number of regional and sectoral
studies have already been completed – some of
which were quoted in Chapter 1.

Discussion
All of these developments are very positive and
should help reduce greenhouse gas emissions
from the UK. However, we should not forget that
it is by no means certain that they will be
sufficient to meet the UK’s Kyoto commitment
(Chapter 1) let alone the more ambitious
government reduction goal. New ideas and
initiatives are definitely still required.

4 Potential for future change
It is already a source of competitive advantage to
firms if they can be more energy and materials
efficient and produce less waste. There is
considerable evidence showing a significant
further potential for reducing energy and
material use and waste production from many
sectors of the economy. This potential is
illustrated by a number of examples.

Energy efficiency
There have been many detailed sectoral studies
which have demonstrated considerable potential
for cost-effective energy efficiency measures. For
example, Fawcett et al (2000) showed that by
introducing more efficient lights and appliances
in the domestic sector, and by switching to gas
from electricity, that 2.4 MtC / annum could be
saved by 2010. That is 17.5% carbon savings
compared with a ‘business as usual’ projection for
2010.

Beech woodlands are
threatened by drier
summers
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Energy efficiency can have a considerable
impact in all areas of the economy and offers
many ‘win-win’ solutions, being both good for the
economy and the environment.

Zero or low carbon energy sources
As with energy efficiency, there has been a great
number of studies demonstrating the
considerable potential for replacing fossil fuel
energy by renewables. The most recent UK study
suggested that wind, wave and tidal power in
Scotland could be sufficient to provide three
quarters of the UK’s current electricity need at
reasonable cost (BBC, 2001b). That is without
building wind farms in scenic areas.

Materials efficiency
In the influential book Factor Four (Von
Weizsacker et al, 1997), the authors’ message is
that through resource productivity we can extract
at least four times as much wealth from the
resources we use. They provide many examples of
innovative companies and organisations doing
more with less.

Visions of the future
Several individuals and organisations have
published visions of a more sustainable and lower
carbon future, based on technologies and choices
available today.

For example, Brown (2001) suggests that we
could move towards an ‘eco-economy’. In an eco-
economy most energy is produced locally from
wind, solar cells, hydropower, biomass, and
geothermal sources. With a comprehensive
recycling economy, the need for imported raw
materials will also diminish, reducing
vulnerability to external political and economic
instability. Brown claims that glimpses of the eco-
economy can be seen in the wind farms of
Denmark, the solar rooftops of Japan, the paper
recycling mills of Germany, the steel recycling
mills of the United States, and the bicycle
networks of the Netherlands.

In summary, there are a lot of very convincing
and well-researched prescriptions for change.
There is no shortage of good ideas on how to
move to a less carbon intensive economy.

Source: GCI 1998

Figure 2: GCI contraction and convergence 
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5 Beyond Kyoto: global carbon 
emission reductions

As was emphasised in Chapter 1, Kyoto is only the
start of a process of controlling global carbon
emissions. In order to tackle the threat of global
warming, many countries world-wide, particularly
developed countries, will need to drastically
reduce their per capita carbon emissions.

The current distribution of global carbon
emissions is skewed between the rich and poor.
Figure 2 shows current average per capita carbon
dioxide emissions in different areas of the world
(this does not include other greenhouse gases).
Current (2000) UK emissions per capita are 2.6tC
(dividing carbon dioxide emissions economy-wide
by the total population). If historic emissions from
fossil fuel combustion from 1900 to 1999 are
counted, then the UK’s responsibility is for 5.6% of
carbon dioxide emissions to date. This makes us
the fifth highest cumulative emitter in the world
after the USA, Russia, Germany and China (World
Resources Institute, 2001b).

To move beyond Kyoto, and to begin including
all countries in the process, not just the

industrialised ones, the Global Commons Institute
has proposed an idea called ‘contraction and
convergence’(GCI, 1998). It involves ensuring
carbon dioxide concentrations in the atmosphere
do not rise above a level that will cause
unacceptable long-term changes – ‘contraction’.
Permission to emit greenhouse gases is
distributed fairly between nations by 2030,
gradually moving from today’s unequal positions
– ‘convergence’.

The GCI carbon dioxide emissions scenario
(Figure 2) is consistent with an outcome of CO2
concentrations in the atmosphere of 450ppm by
the year 2100. This is a lower level of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere than the UK Royal
Commission targets, which aimed at 550ppm
using the same contraction and convergence
principles. In the GCI scenario, an intermediate
world target of 1tC per person is set for 2030 to
aid contraction and convergence of countries. The
final target in 2100 is 0.2tC per person – a ten-fold
decrease in the UK.

All the potential savings outlined in the
previous section, and more, will be needed to
meet these challenging targets.
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greenhouse gas reduction as part of business as
usual.

2 Principles of carbon management
Values which should form the basis for carbon
management schemes include:
• equity
• efficiency
• certainty
• sustainability

Equity: the motivation for managing carbon in
the first place is concern for the planet and future
generations. Long terms targets for carbon
emissions generally assume that each person on
the planet has an equal right to pollute (Chapter
5). Schemes for managing the UK’s emissions
should also rest on this principle. Equity would
recognise the shared responsibilities for emissions
(Chapter 2). Equity applies between generations
and between and within countries now.

Efficiency: Making carbon management efficient.
This could include information flows but also the
possibility of carbon trading.

Certainty: Carbon savings have to be achieved
because they are legally binding. Some policies,
such as market transformation, provide greater
certainty of outcome than others, eg carbon
taxes.

Sustainability: Carbon management efforts
should try to avoid creating other environmental
and social problems, in other words should
attempt to be sustainable. Carbon emissions do
not and cannot act as an indicator for many other
environmental issues, such as biodiversity, water
pollution, soil erosion.

From principles to policy
There has already been a discussion about
responsibility for carbon emissions in Chapter 2.
In order to start to understand carbon flows in
the economy we have to acknowledge the
network of decision makers involved in choices

Creating carbon managers

Most organisations and  individuals in the UK are
not currently consciously managing their carbon
emissions. More of us need to become carbon
managers and this chapter suggests how this
could be enabled and encouraged.

1 Introduction
All enterprises and individuals use energy as part
of their daily activities. As fossil fuel energy is the
source of fourth-fifths of UK emissions, everyone
is involved and has a potential role as a carbon
manager. The same is true for use of resources
and production of waste, both of which also
result in greenhouse gas emissions. The
government, or any other organisation on its own,
will not be able to move the UK towards a lower
carbon economy – we are all in it together.

In Chapter 3 we saw that there are already
businesses in existence whose job revolves
around managing carbon for their clients. Some
firms are beginning to offer support to
organisations interested in developing an
“integrated carbon management strategy”(Forum
for the Future, 2001). At present these businesses
are only a small part of the economy, but they
have the potential to grow significantly. It has
been estimated that the global market for low
carbon and environmental goods and services is
already £300bn and growing (Energy and
Environmental Management, 2001). This chapter
indicates some of the actors in society who might
be early movers into carbon management.

The government has already described a range
of policies for all sectors of the economy which
should enable the UK to meet its Kyoto targets
(see Chapter 5). The focus of this chapter is
looking beyond Kyoto and towards the eventual
60% cuts recommended by the Royal Commission
for 2050. The economy at the moment is not
oriented towards greenhouse gas reduction,
rather there are a series of policy measures which
are aimed at off-setting the ‘natural’ tendency to
increasing emissions. The challenge is to think of
options that could re-focus the economy towards
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about adoption of products, services and
lifestyles. This very complexity necessitates
making carbon management part of every
economic activity so that all actors are working in
a framework which supports lower carbon
choices.

Although there are many technical
improvements which can reduce carbon
emissions without challenging levels of energy
and material consumption, if continual reductions
in carbon emissions are to be achieved it seems
clear that this must be accompanied by societal
and institutional changes in outlook. Policy
measures to enable people and organisations to
become carbon managers cannot in themselves
change society’s values, attitudes and
expectations, however, they are part of a policy
framework that would aim (and need) to do so.

3 Making carbon management possible
To be able to manage carbon, we first have to be
able to identify where it is flowing in the
economy. This report is a contribution towards
that understanding. Once obtained, the
information has to be delivered at the right time
to the relevant decision makers and be integral to
policy for it to have any impact. This is being
increasingly acknowledged in waste and
resources management and is one of the key

driving forces behind the Biffaward sustainable
resource use programme. At present many of us
as carbon emitters have little idea what our
impact is, so it is hard to manage it well, or at all.
However, businesses and households are
increasingly recognising the need to act to
combat climate change (box above). The
Webliography gives details of some web sites
which help householders calculate their
emissions.

As explained in Chapter 2 - it is easier in terms
of methodology and measurement to understand
the carbon effect of energy use, than other
choices, such as how to manage waste, or what
land use policy to adopt.

A more general way of expressing this
increasing complexity is considering all economic
activities as energy use, products and services (as
previously explained in Chapter 2). It becomes
increasingly difficult to measure greenhouse
gases attributable to these. This is partly due to
the increasing complexity of the elements which
make up products and services. It is also due to
life cycle issues, particularly for products.
Greenhouse gas emissions can arise at the
manufacturing, transport, use and re-use /
recycling / disposal phase of the product.

3.1 Energy
Electricity, gas and other energy use is already
measured and all users receive bills, for gas and
electricity this is based on energy content.

Carbon emissions information could also be
included in utility bills – next to the kWh
(kilowatt hour) figure could be a figure in tonnes
or kilograms of carbon. Individuals and businesses
have a choice of electricity tariffs, including green
electricity – all electricity should be labelled in
order to show the different carbon emissions of
each product. The ECI is leading EU research on
this.

Although energy users are told how much they
use, via the bill, this is often a long time after the
actual energy use, or in an unhelpful format.
Research shows that giving householders ‘smart

People accept the reality of climate change… 
A survey of 613 UK adults was carried out during July 2001 (Berrang, 2001). The age
distribution of the sample was considerably younger than the population as a whole,
but otherwise matched the UK population demographically.

• 95% of respondents believed that climate change is ‘definitely’ (62) or ‘probably’ (33)
occurring

• 91% of respondents believed that climate change ‘definitely’ (49) or ‘probably’ (42)
resulted from human activities.

Thus the reality of human-induced climate change is accepted by the majority.

….and many of them are ready to act

In the run up to climate negotiations at the Hague in 2000, a global campaign ‘Climate
Voice’ was launched by Greenpeace, WWF, Friends of the Earth and other non-
governmental organisations. The aim of campaign was to deliver 10 million messages to
world leaders demanding policies to halt global warming. The target was exceeded and
according to the organisers its success underlines the broad public concern over global
warming, and that governments should get serious in reducing carbon pollution
(Climate Voice, 2000).

increasing
complexity of
measuring
greenhouse gas
emissions

Energy use

Products

Services
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meters’ or ‘smart bills’ which enables them to
understand their energy consumption better can
help reduce consumption by up to 10%
(Boardman and Darby, 2000). Providing good
quality, timely information will be key to helping
all energy users manage their carbon emissions.

3.2 Products
Labelling products for carbon is more complex
than for energy use, particularly given life cycle
issues. However, some labelling schemes, such as
EU ecolabels already attempt the more complex
task of measuring a wide range of environmental
impacts across the whole life cycle. Thus, it should
not prove impossible.

The current approach to managing energy in
the use phase of relevant products could be
adapted to move towards a carbon conservation

policy framework for products (box below). This
approach is known as ‘market transformation’
(MTP, 2001). The aim of market transformation is
to produce significant and lasting change in the
efficiency of new appliances more quickly than
would have happened without intervention.

To transform the market towards carbon you
need to be able to measure the carbon emissions,
then label and inform the purchasing public, set
minimum standards, encourage the best,
dissuade the worst. It is a policy-making process
which works with the market within a strategic
framework.

Different meanings of lower carbon
Different products will have very different carbon
emission profiles. A range of life cycle analysis
studies has shown that for many energy-using
products, eg cars, kettles, fridges, light bulbs, 80-
95% of the carbon emissions from energy arise in
the use phase (Hinnells, pers comm). Thus for
these products, the policy emphasis should be on
energy and carbon efficiency in use.

However, the majority of products do not use
energy – and efforts to promote lower carbon
non-energy using products will rest on different
considerations, which will depend on the product.
For example, lower carbon for food means using
less fossil fuel energy invested in its growth,
preparation and transport. It will also mean
disposing of waste so that methane is not
produced. It could mean ensuring that forests in
tropical countries are not destroyed to provide
room for these crops.

Integrating across life stages?
Integrated product policy – which is a philosophy
being promoted by the European Union to
integrate environmental impacts across a
product’s entire life cycle  – should in theory be
able to measure and reduce carbon (and other)
impacts in the whole product life cycle. But
whether that is actually an achievable policy goal
is another question. Ecolabelling, which is an
environmentally sophisticated but very data

Market transformation: A policy framework for promoting low-carbon
products 

Purpose Policy instruments

Make carbon emissions transparent • First develop measurement standards,
then mandatory testing (where
appropriate) usually followed by labels or
other means of ranking products

Build the market for existing low carbon • educate and inform consumers /
products, i.e. promote best practice retailers / installers / manufacturers on

carbon issues 
• provide economic incentives to increase

sales:
– rebates to consumers / retailers / 

installers / manufacturers
– differing VAT rates depending on 

carbon emissions
– increase price competition at low

carbon end of market

Encourage new, super-efficient • technology procurement
technologies • research and development support

• set ambitious standards for the best
category on the carbon label and revise
regularly in conjunction with minimum
standards

Remove high carbon products from • mandatory minimum standards
market • industry agreements

Adapted from: Fawcett et al, 2000
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intensive scheme, has not been
effective in the UK market for most
products.

It may be simpler to deal with the
major life phases: design,
manufacture, use and disposal
separately and accept some
potentially sub-optimal allocation of
effort between these phases.

3.3 Services
Service provision is of course based
on a range of other products and

energy. It is not yet clear whether providing
carbon information about services such as
hairdressing or financial advice would be either
possible, or a good means of reducing carbon.

3.4 Towards a universal carbon label?
For energy and those products and services which
could be meaningfully labelled, a universal carbon
label could be introduced. Each product could
show how many units of carbon it would emit
over its lifetime (or per unit of service for energy
using equipment).

Products are already labelled for a number of
environmental characteristics, including:
• whether recyclable
• recycled content
• energy consumption
• eco-label – which covers a wide range of issues
• organic agriculture
• country of origin for food (which can be

translated into food miles)
Most of these characteristics link directly or

indirectly with carbon and greenhouse gas
emissions. A carbon label could make these links
clearer. A label in itself would not be sufficient to
change patterns of production and consumption
and their consequent emissions, but it facilitates
other policies towards these goals (outlined in
box opposite).

4 Managing carbon emissions 
from energy

Three examples of managing direct carbon
emissions are given. Elements of household
energy use are given as the example cases, partly
because this energy consumption adds up to
almost half the energy use in the UK (30% in
houses and 19% in personal transport).

The detailed examples given all rely on
imposing a reducing cap for carbon emissions by
sector, which can then be met flexibly by
organisations or householders within the sector. It
is assumed that all individuals have an equal
carbon allowance.

One option which is not discussed here is
taxation of energy for households. Eventually that
may well be part of the policy package. However,
at present there are millions of people in fuel
poverty and it would be regressive and socially
unjust to tax energy until the poor have efficient
enough housing and energy using equipment (or
high enough incomes) to be able to afford
adequate energy services.

4.1 Household energy use
Energy use in households is dependent on the
efficiency of the building, the equipment, lights
and appliances within the building and the needs
and lifestyle choices of the occupants. However,
the consequent carbon emissions will also
depend on the fuels used to meet these energy
service needs.

A mechanism to help reduce carbon emissions
There is no specific duty on anybody to reduce
carbon emissions from household energy use.
Electricity and gas companies have a duty to save
a certain amount of energy per year, but total
domestic energy is permitted to keep increasing;
that is exactly what is happening (Chapter 5).

In order to try and address this, the concept of
‘average utility carbon per household’, or AUCH,
has been developed (Fawcett et al, 2000). AUCH is
intended as a mechanism which would deliver

Most major household
appliances are already
labelled for energy use –
could this be changed to
carbon?
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guaranteed carbon savings in the domestic sector.
Domestic energy utilities would be given a
reducing cap for carbon emissions. Initial
allocation of emissions to the utilities would be
based on the number of customers, with separate
allocations for gas and electricity use. Effectively,
AUCH would impose a carbon cap on use of
household gas and electricity which would be
administered via the energy utilities.

In terms of saving carbon from the domestic
sector (while supplying the same or greater level
of energy services) there are two key strands of
policy: increased energy efficiency and reduced
carbon intensity of the energy supply. AUCH could
be a powerful way of bringing together energy
efficiency, renewable energy and fuel switching
policies. Focussing on carbon reductions could
help governments clarify the links between these
sometimes disparate policy areas, and enable

considerable carbon savings to be made.
However, AUCH would not work alone. Unless

householders, house builders, boiler
manufacturers, fridge designers and all the other
actors who significantly affect how much energy
is used in households were also given targets and
incentives to reduce carbon emission, AUCH
would not be likely to succeed. One policy cannot
solve everything – this is true for all the examples
given in this chapter.

4.2 Personal transport (national)
Transport is the fastest growing source of
emissions in the UK (DETR, 2000b). Total
passenger kilometres have almost tripled
between 1959 and 1999 from 232 billion to 675
billion. This reflects not only a larger population,
but also an increase in the distances that people
have been travelling and/or the increase in the
number of times they travel. The percentage of
distance travelled by car and air has increased and
by all other modes has declined (Figure 1). Car and
air transport are the two most carbon intensive
modes. Road transport accounted for around 94%
of carbon dioxide emissions in 1998 – compared
with 85% of passenger kilometres (DETR, 2000b).

Buses & coaches
30%

Cars, vans & 
taxis
46%

Motor cycles
4%

Pedal cycles
5%

Rail
15%

Air
0.2%

Buses & coaches
6%

Cars, vans & taxis
85%

Rail
6%

Air
1%

Motor cycles
1%

Pedal cycles
1%

1959 1999

Figure 1: Percentage of passenger kilometres by transport mode, UK (excluding international flights)

Anyone can buy electricity
from renewable sources
through green energy

19991959
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So far, successive government policies have not
reduced reliance on the private car. The
alternative, of keeping the same reliance on cars
but considerably reducing distances travelled by
all modes appears no less easy. Nevertheless, in
the absence of any cheap, low-carbon fuel source,
one or, more likely both, of these changes will be
required.

Travel allowances
There is no corporate body which could have a
reducing cap of carbon emissions for private cars.
Car manufacturers have agreed efficiency targets
with the European Commission (Boardman et al
2000) – but this is not the same as a cap on
carbon emissions, although it is hoped it will
result in carbon savings.

The alternative is to introduce personal travel
allowances. Since nearly all travel carbon dioxide
is generated by road transport, it would be
sufficient to ration car travel – or more
particularly carbon emissions from car travel –
such that people with more efficient cars would

be able to drive further. Not having emission caps
for bus and rail should also help increase the use
of these modes of transport.

To make this scheme equitable, thought would
need to be put into the details. Would rural
residents, who have increased travel distances
and fewer public transport options, receive a
larger carbon allowance? The problems of
rationing travel for business in an equitable way
indicate that the price mechanism may work
better for that sector.

4.3 International air travel
International air travel is not included in the
Kyoto Protocol. Thus, at present, there is no
obligation to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
from this sector. Aviation has experienced rapid
expansion as the world economy has grown and
is the fastest growing source of emissions in the
world (Choose Climate, 2001).

Global passenger air travel, as measured in
revenue passenger-km, is projected to grow by
about 5% per year between 1990 and 2015. Fuel
use is expected to grow somewhat less due to
improvements in aircraft efficiency (IPCC, 1999). In
1992, IPCC estimated that air transport was
responsible for approximately 3.5% of total global
climate change.

Cap at the company level
Airlines could be given a reducing cap of carbon
emissions, just as it is suggested that electricity
and gas companies have. However this is a less
easy option for them. Energy companies can re-
invent themselves as energy services businesses
and provide the same level of energy services
with much lower carbon emissions through
investment in energy efficiency and lower carbon
fuels. Although there is some scope for airlines
improving the efficiency of aircraft, beyond those
improvements it is hard to see how they could
offer the same amount of ‘mobility services’ given
a reducing carbon cap. They could perhaps
diversify into lower-carbon forms of transport
such as boats and long-distance trains.

Trains and other forms of
public transport have
been losing out to cars,
partly because their costs
have risen faster
(Boardman 1998)

Facilities for cyclists
encourage people to be
healthier and help the
environment
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One option may be to think more deeply about
what people want from travel, which is unlikely to
be the thrill of sitting in a cramped seat for
several hours. It may be exotic experiences, a
sunny holiday, business meetings or visiting
friends and family. The companies could attempt
to find lower carbon ways to deliver these.
Options such as teleconferencing facilities or
providing more exciting holiday options closer to
home (eg the Eden Centre providing a tropical
forest experience in Cornwall) might be explored.

Allocate individual carbon allowances
An alternative would be to take the car approach,
and allow everyone a certain number of ‘air miles’
(based on present travel divided by the whole
population). Once this allowance (which would
reduce over time) was used up, people could buy
their travel services from a ‘carbon neutral’ travel
provider. This is already happening in a minor way
with companies such as Climate Care offering
flights through British Airways with carbon
offsets. Alternatively, they could buy spare air
miles from those who did not require them.

It is interesting to consider whether these
different approaches would generate different
business (and household) responses.

4.4 Monitoring and feedback
As noted in section 3.1, appropriate monitoring
and feedback is an important tool to enable
people to reduce their energy consumption. This
finding should also be applied to carbon
emissions. For direct carbon emissions, ie energy
use and personal transport, one can envisage that
people would fill in a carbon self-assessment
form every year along with income tax
assessment forms. This would be based on utility
bills and car and air travel. Lower carbon emitters
could then be given a tax rebate – the
government would be effectively buying back
unused carbon emission allowances. People could
monitor how they were doing from year to year,
and be offered tailored advice on the basis of
their carbon returns.

5 Managing carbon emissions from
products and services

One person’s (or organisation’s) energy based
carbon emissions are incorporated in another’s
use of products and services. Looking at products
can also open up the international dimension, in
that much of the carbon embodied in them may
have been emitted overseas.

5.1 Food
Food has a variety of embedded carbon emissions
from:
• energy used in production
• energy used in processing
• energy used in transport

Waste food disposal can also give rise to direct
greenhouse gas emissions.

There have been a number of very detailed
studies looking at the fossil fuel energy embodied
in food at all stages of the food supply chain
(quoted in Open University, 2001b). This can vary
considerably depending on crop type, growing
methods, season grown, distance transported,
amount of artificial fertilisers used etc.

There has been increasing publicity and
activism around the issue of ‘food miles’ – how
many miles food is transported before it reaches
our dinner table. One recent article suggested
that a typical Sunday lunch could have travelled

Around 6 calories of fossil
fuel energy are needed to
produce each calorie of
food
(Open University, 2001b)
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twice around the world (49,000 miles) before
reaching the diner’s plate (Cave, 2001). A new
study (BBC, 2001a) has indicated that the distance
our food travels has increased by 50% in the past
decade. Food transportation now accounts for up
to 40% of the UK’s road freight.

Designing a label based either on the single
issues of food miles (translated into carbon) or
total embodied energy should be possible.
However, this would not include energy used by
the householder in storage or cooking (frozen
food requires more energy to store in the house
than fresh food, which requires more than tinned
food). Neither would it include greenhouse gas
emissions due to disposal of waste food.

Food also illustrates how lifestyle and cultural
issues strongly influence carbon emissions. Some
forms of food, typically meat, have more
embodied energy than others. Over-consumption
of food in the developed world is reaching
epidemic proportions. In the UK, for instance, the
Medical Research Council classifies over half the
adult population as overweight. However,
compulsory diets or vegetarianism to reduce UK
greenhouse gas emissions might prove even more
difficult to introduce than carbon rationing!

5.2 Linking compost and peat
As we have seen, the UK stock of soil carbon is
heavily dependent on peat. However we are still

digging up our peat bogs and using them in our
gardens as compost and soil improvers. There is a
link here with organic waste. Compost from
organic waste could be used to displace sales of
peat from garden centres.

The carbon savings from not destroying peat
bogs might be a more powerful argument for
composting than comparisons of composting
with landfilling. The calculations to show this
have not been carried out as part of this report –
but the carbon perspective being used here,
suggests that, at least in theory, the joint benefit
of not releasing soil carbon and of reducing
greenhouse gas emissions due to organic waste
in landfills could powerfully combine to make an
even stronger case for replacing peat with
composted organic waste.

Carbon labelling of peat and compost made
from waste should show a huge difference
between these options. The other policies in the
market transformation toolbox (box, page 50)
should be used to encourage uptake of the lower
carbon alternative and to remove peat from the
market. Preservation of peat landscapes would
also have many wildlife and biodiversity benefits.

5.3 Waste management
As mentioned earlier, labelling services such as
waste management with a carbon label may not
be particularly helpful. For example, somebody
who chooses to dispose of an apple core into
municipal waste is unable to control whether it
goes to a landfill site with very good gas control
systems, and thereby limits greenhouse gas
emissions at the disposal stage. Having a carbon
emissions label on the side of the refuse
collection vehicle would not change this. Landfill
gas management should be made a priority due
to carbon considerations, however this should be
enforced at a site operator not a service user level.

On the other hand, every encouragement
should be given to people to dispose of apple
cores in a less greenhouse gas intensive way,
usually by composting.

Muncipal compost saves
both peat bogs and
methane from landfill
sites
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5.4 Monitoring and feedback
It would be hard to give individuals feedback on
the total carbon or greenhouse gas emissions
related to their consumption of products or
services than for energy. In this case, virtue might
have to be its own reward. Firms, however, would
be likely to be aware of this consumption if it had
to form part of the declaration of a carbon label
on any goods they subsequently produced.

6 Why carbon management is 
the right approach

We showed in Chapter 2 that 80% of greenhouse
gas emissions come from fossil fuel energy use –
you could ask, why not just manage energy at the
point of use (or production) and forget about
trying to manage products and services?

The answer is that managing carbon and
greenhouse gas emissions is a way of integrating
the efforts of the interconnected actors who are
responsible for the emissions. It links together
producers and consumers, energy providers and
energy users.

The advantages of explicitly managing carbon
emissions throughout the economy at different
levels by different actors are:
• it enables producers and consumers to work

together in the same direction of a lower
carbon economy: this should be more powerful
than putting all the responsibility to act on one
group;

• fossil-fuel energy pervades every aspect of our
lives in many different ways, carbon policy
needs to match this level of complexity to
ensure emissions reductions are achieved;

• the levels of emissions reduction necessary
cannot all be done by technology change, we
also need changes in expectations and
lifestyles, only when all parts of society are
agreed on this and working in the right
directions can it happen.
All areas of the economy, demand and supply,

products and services, producers and consumers
need to work together to move forward into the
new low-carbon age.
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Global Action Plan green score questionnaire

http://www.globalactionplan.org.uk/
greenscore/gs_fset.html

Government information site on several
environmental issues.

http://www.doingyourbit.org.uk/

4 The Kyoto protocol
http://www.unfccc.de/resource/convkp.html

5 Climate change science and research
A new, interactive site from Oxford University,
launched February 2002. This site will provide you
with the latest ideas and research on all aspects of
our changing environment.

http://www.changingclimate.org

UK government-funded site on the impacts of
climate change: UK Climate Impacts Programme.

http://www.ukcip.org.uk

Official studies and news from the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.

http://www.ipcc.ch

The UNEP.Net Climate change portal provides the
authoritative source of climate change information
used by UNEP and its partners 

http://climatechange.unep.net/

UK Met Office and Hadley Centre
http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/research/

hadleycentre/models/carbon_cycle/
introduction.html

Global climate change student guide
http://www.doc.mmu.ac.uk/aric/gccsg/

index.html

Enclyopaedia of the Atmospheric Environment
http://www.doc.mmu.ac.uk/aric/eae/index.html

National Air Quality Information Archive (UK) – data
on UK greenhouse gas emissions.

http://www.aeat.co.uk/netcen/airqual/index.html

Webliography

This ‘webliography’ contains a list of useful sites.
Many other environmental information sites exist.
Many of the sites listed contain links to a variety of
others.

1 Carbon companies
Climate Care – Climate Care takes the global
warming out of the things we use at an affordable
price provides a co2 calculator and visitors can offset
their co2 emissions through reforestation, renewable
energy and energy efficiency projects

http://www.CO2.org/

CO2e.com “The global hub for carbon commerce.”
CO2e.com has been formed to prepare corporations
globally to understand and manage the impact of a
greenhouse gas constrained future.

http://www.co2e.com/

The Edinburgh Centre for Carbon Management –
specialist advisors in carbon management to
government and industry.

http://www.eccm.uk.com/

Future Forests – will plant trees to offset your carbon
emissions, to help you become a carbon neutral
citizen, household or corporation.

http://www.futureforests.com/index2.html

The Pew Centre on Global Climate Change:
Advancing the debate through credible analysis and
cooperative approaches.

http://www.pewclimate.org/

2 Carbon calculators
The Climate Change Calculator is an interactive
software tool designed to raise people’s awareness
of the greenhouse gases they produce through their
daily activities and lifestyle choices.

http://www.climcalc.net/

A calculator for carbon emissions from flying.
http://www.chooseclimate.org/flying/index.html

Safe Climate is a project of the World Resources
Institute, US. Use the calculator to determine the
carbon dioxide footprint for yourself or your
organisation.

http://www.safeclimate.net/

Simple calculator for travel and home energy use:
http://www.co2.org/CO2_calc.asp
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6 Energy
UK government site on energy use by domestic and
commercial equipment and appliances

http://www.mtprog.com

Energy Saving Trust works for energy savings in the
domestic and small business sector.

http://www.est.co.uk

The Carbon Trust has been established to help
business prepare for a low carbon future and exploit
the commercial opportunities that are on offer.

http://www.thecarbontrust.co.uk 

European site on energy efficiency.
http://www.eceee.org

7 Waste and resources
Scottish Environmental Protection Agency –
Waste Minimisation

http://www.sepa.org.uk/wastemin/intro/
index.htm

Waste Watch – promoting action on waste
reduction, reuse and recycling.

http://www.wastewatch.org.uk

Environmental Services Association – trade body for
the waste management industry.

http://www.esauk.org/

Forum for the Future – Sustainable Economy
Programme. The programme seeks to accelerate
the development of an economy, which combines
environmental sustainability with economic and
social well-being.

http://www.forumforthefuture.org.uk/
new_website/html/sep.html

General
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
(UK). Information on climate change and waste
management.

http://www.defra.gov.uk/environment/
index.htm

ENDS – Environmental Data Services – a general
environmental news magazine.

http://www.ends.co.uk/

Edie – Environmental Data Interactive Exchange –
the online community for water, waste and
environment professionals.

http://www.edie.net/index2.html

World Wide Fund for Nature international climate
change campaign

http://www.panda.org/climate/

The Climate Ark is dedicated to promoting public
policy that addresses global climate change through
reductions in carbon dioxide and other emissions,
energy conservation, renewable energy sources and
ending deforestation.

http://www.climateark.org/
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Appendix 1: Biffaward sustainable resource 
use programme

Full details of all the projects listed, and new projects subsequent to this report’s publication, are given at:
www.biffaward.org

Organisation Project Name

BioRegional Development Group Reclaimed Materials in Construction: BedZed Mass Balance

British Furniture Manufacturers Ltd Benchmarking wood combustion

British Glass Foundation A fundamental appraisal of the environmental impact of 
large-scale glass manufacture

Castings Technology International Mass Balance Study for the Foundry Sector

EA Technology Environmental Group Mass balance study into Agricultural Waste…

EcoSys Environmental Managment Sustainable Waste Management in the South East – 
& Education Resource Flow Mapping

Horticulture Research International Mass Balance Model of Nitrogen Flows in the UK

Imperial College Island State

IWM (EB) City Limits

Midlands Environmental Business Club Exhibition Industry – Sustainable Waste Management Guide

National Society for Clean Air and A Mass Balance of the UK Newspaper Industry
Environmental Protection

RAC Environment Ltd Resource Flow Analysis of the British Poultry Industry

RSNC Dissemination of resource flows in UK Economy

RSNC Mass Balance Ecological Footprint of the NHS

Scottish Institute of Sustainable An Integrated Implementation Strategy for Waste Electrical
Technology and Electronic Equipment in Scotland

SWEET Chemicals Industry Mass Balance

SWEET Paper Industry Mass Balance

SWEET Ceramics Industry Mass Balance

TIET Sustainable Timber Waste

University of Leeds Environmental Analysis of Packaging Flows in the UK: Phase II Study – 
Trust Data Collection and application

University of Surrey Environmental Economic Dimensions of Materials Flows of Iron, Steel 
Body and Aluminium in the UK

Viridis Mass Balance of the Construction Industry

Waste Watch The Environmental Footprint for the Public Sector

Waste Watch Research and Development to Identify and Evaluate the
Environmental Footprint for the Financial Sector (Phase 2)

Westcountry Rivers Trust Sustainable management of organic materials in agriculture
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Scientific outputs
To date:
Gaveau, D.L. and Hill, R.A., A semi-automated method

to derive terrain models under forests from
airborne laser scanning data: a step towards
canopy height estimation, Forestry Ecology and
Management (submitted)

Patenaude, G., Briggs, B., Milne, R., Dawson, T., and
Pryor, S., The carbon pool in a British Semi-Natural
Woodland, Journal of Forestry (submitted)

Patenaude , G., Dawson, T.P., and Rowland, C.S., (2001)
Forest Net Primary Productivity Model Comparison,
Geomatics, Earth Observation and the
Information Society, The Remote Sensing and
Photogrammetry Society, Nottingham, UK,
CDROM.

Patenaude , G., Dawson, T.P., and Rowland, C.S., (2001)
The Role of Remote Sensing in Reducing the
Uncertainty of Forest Carbon Estimation,
Geophysical Research Abstracts, CDROM.

Patenaude , G., Rowland, C.S. & Dawson, T.P.
Uncertainty in forest carbon estimation: three
perspectives, British Ecological Society conference
2001 (in press)

Rowland , C.S., Balzter, H., Dawson, T.E., Luckman, A.,
Patenaude, G., and Skinner, L., (2001) Aboveground
forest biomass estimation from SAR data: A
comparison of techniques, Geomatics, Earth
Observation and the Information Society, The
Remote Sensing and Photogrammetry Society,
Nottingham, UK, CDROM.

Grant, J., Gaveau, D. and Balzter, H., (2001) Remote
sensing of tree height in Thetford Forest using SAR
and LiDAR, CEH Project Report, CEH Monks Wood

Appendix 2: BNSC-LINK carbon offset
verification project

Participating Researchers
Environmental Change Institute, University of

Oxford
Dr Terry Dawson, Principle Investigator
Dr Clare Rowland, Project Manager
Genevieve Patenaude,

Department of Plant Sciences, University of Oxford
Dr Peter Savill
Brian Briggs (formerly of the Dept.)
Dr Simon Pryor (formerly of the Dept.)

Academic Partners:
Dr Heiko Balzter, Centre for Ecology and

Hydrology, Monks Wood 
Dr Adrian Luckman, University of Wales, Swansea 
Dr Ronnie Milne, Centre for Ecology and

Hydrology, Edinburgh

Industrial Partners:
Peter Jones, Biffa Waste Services Ltd.
Pedro Moura Costa, EcoSecurities Ltd.
Gareth Phillips, SGS 

Collaborators:
Loiuse Aukland, EcoSecurities 
Dr Pam Berry, Environmental Change Institute,

Oxford University 
Tina Fawcett, Environmental Change Institute,

Oxford University 
Jan Fehse, EcoSecurities 
Dr David Gaveau, Centre for Ecology and

Hydrology, Monks Wood 
Dr France Gerard, Centre for Ecology and

Hydrology, Monks Wood 
Andrew Hurst, Environmental Change Institute,

Oxford University 
Dr Conor Linstead, Forum for the Future
Irma Lubrecht, SGS 
Dr Paul Saich, Department of Geography,

University College London
Laine Skinner, University of Wales, Swansea 


